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Chinese music has one of the longest histories of 

development of all music cultures of the world. A system of 

music (theory) was formulated, in its unique way, but is 

differed fundamentally from its occidental counterpart. The 

discussion of this thesis focuses on the following two 

aspects: (1) the observations on those musical and non-

musical factors, which had conditioned the course of 

development of Chinese music and (2) the analysis of selected 

examples to summarize the tonal structures and modal 

patterns, particularly, on the modal and modulatory analysis. 

A comparison of similarities and differences on melodic 

gesture between Chinese and Western tonal practice is also 

included in this study. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

General Historical Backcrrouund of Traditional Chinese Music 

As early as the late second millennium B.C. in the Chou 

Dynasty, the Office of Music was already established to 

supervise educational programs, to regulate units of 

measurements, and to give counsel to rulers and court 

officials on matters regarding rituals and philosophical 

discourses. Because of the unique position that music 

occupied, a great amount of information on music in ancient 

China has been preserved in court documents and classic 

literature. 

These writings on music are mainly philosophical and 

theoretical discourses; there is virtually no musical 

notation recorded in these ancient documents. To be sure, 

there are two musical examples extant, both from the Pre-Song 

Dynasty (A.D.960-1297): (1) Iou Lan: and (2) a set of 

twenty-five pi-pa (Chinese lute) melodies.1 The fact that few 

notated musical sources are extant constitutes one of the 

major difficulties in musicological investigation of China's 

ancient music. 

1R. c. Pian, Song Dynasty Musical Source and Their 
Interpretation/ preface, p. vii. 



Another obstacle in this field is that all the writings 

from China's antiquity are in the court language—highly 

stylized and often metaphysical in idiomatic expression. 

Owing to the often speculative nature of these discourses, 

the task of deciphering antiquated characters and exacting 

precise meanings from these ancient documents is difficult. 

Together, these problems make the study of ancient Chinese 

musical theory and practice formidable for modern-day Chinese 

musicians, not to mention Western musicologists. 

Recent Archaeo-musicolocrical Discoveries and the Studies 

Ensued on Chinese Tonal System 

Due to rapid developments in archaeo-musicology since 

the 1950s and continuing archaeological research in China 

(particularly in northern and northeastern regions), there is 

a sense of excitement in the musicological communities in 

China. With the cooperation of Chinese scholars from diverse 

disciplines—archaeology and anthropology, classic literature 

and music, linguistics, and physics—musicological study in 

China has made substantial progress during the last two 

decades. These scholars often work side by side in the study 

of concepts and doctrines—scientific, religious, 

philosophical and musical alike—that were an integral part 

of Chinese civilization of the remote past. 

Recently unearthed artifacts have provided a 

considerable amount of new information and have helped 



clarify many aspects of music theory and musical practices 

that heretofore had been veiled in mystery for many 

centuries. Among these discoveries, the set of bronze bells 

excavated from the tomb of Marquis of Tseng in Hubei Province 

in 1978 has helped answer questons regarding some aspects of 

the Chinese tonal system. 

Traditionally, the Chinese tonal system is called yueh 

lii Bhueh. There are two aspects to yueh-lu sheuh: yueh 

sheuh and 2u aheuh. Yueh sheuh concerns itself on the 

aspects of "morphology," a term borrowed from biology, and 

the studies of tonal relationship among the twelve chromatic 

pitches, which are comparable to the twelve semitones within 

an octave of Western scale. The study of yueh sheuh includes 

the investigation on the tonal structure, modal patterns, and 

musical genres. In contrast, lii sheuh concerns itself with 

matters of acoustics and studies of mathematical relationship 

among these twelve pitches. La sheuh therefore investigates 

tuning systems and their practicability as well as the tools 

used for tuning. 

There has been a long history in the study of lii sheuh, 

and an immense quantity of information on this topic is 

documented in Chinese classic literature and official 

chronicles of nearly every dynasty. On the contrary, 

systematic studies of yueh sheuh, especially those of tonal 

structure and modal theories, has begun only recently. Such 

developments are largely due to recent breakthroughs in 



archaeo-musicological research in China. These studies can 

be categorized into (1) the comparative-literature aspect ( 

e.g., verification of the authenticity of documents), and (2) 

the examination of the influence of ancient tonal 

characteristics on contemporary practices. Together, they 

have helped to clarify long standing controversies and to 

build a solid basis for further and indepth survey. 

The Purpose of This Study 

The majority of existing studies focus on historical 

perspectives. Little attempt has been made to communicate 

with Western scholars the results of new studies or findings. 

It is, therefore, the purpose of this study to put forth (1) 

some of the observations on the characteristics of the 

Chinese tonal system, and (2) a summary on the analysis of 

some crucial elements (e.g., tonal structures and modal 

patterns, particularly with respect to modal and modulatory 

aspects) in traditional Chinese music. Moreover, this study 

will also venture to clarify similarities and differences in 

material and concept between Western music and traditional 

Chinese music. 

The Selection and Examination of Musical Examples 

The selection of musical genres and examples for modal 

and modulatory analysis are based on the following three 

criteria: (1) genres that appear to embody the greatest 



number of features characteristic of Chinese music, (2) 

genres that are the most popular among various Chinese ethnic 

tribes, and (3) genres that contain fewer extra-musical 

elements1 while possessing the comprehensive characteristics 

of Chinese music. 

A preliminary study indicates that, in considering the 

above criteria, folk songs appear to be the best category 

among all the musical genres for this study. Several other 

reasons can also be cited to support the selection of folk 

songs as the principal genre for this study: (1) From a 

historical perspective, folk songs have been regarded as most 

capable of preserving and reflecting faithfully the important 

characteristics of traditional music, in China or elsewhere. 

In particular, the musical characteristics from ancient eras 

have consistently been passed down in folk songs, owing to 

the nature of their collective "composing" from generation to 

generation.2 (2) Folk song is the most popular genre among 

all ethnic groups in China. (3) Folk songs often serve as 

the one continuous source material for composition of most of 

the genres in traditional Chinese music, and thus can be 

^Those extramusical elements, which are hard to express 
and notate properly in the Western notational system, are 
often influential and hidden in traditional Chinese music. 

2The earliest record is on the Kuo Foncr. folk songs of 
fifteen northern regeons at Spring and Autumn Dynasty (770-
221 B.C.), in Shuer Jina. the first collection of Chinese 
poems. 



regarded as the most representative genre among them.3 (4) 

Compared with other genres, folk songs embody the least 

amount of extra-musical elements, and thus can serve as a 

medium for the study of tonal and modal characteristics in 

Chinese music. (5) Folk songs are more distinctive in 

structure and musical form than other genres. 

Forty-six examples have been selected for analysis in 

this study. They are mainly drawn from the following 

sources: (1) Han-Ju Her-Snencr Xli Diaw-Su (Modes and Harmony 

of Han Race) by Li Yin-Hi, (2) Ch\fflq-KyQ Tsuan-Tona Yin-Yueh 

Guide-Loon (A Draft of the History of Traditional Chinese 

Music) by Wang Yiao-Hua, (3) Mina-Zu Yin-Yueh Guide-Loon 

(General Discourse of Traditional Chinese Music), (4) The 

Study Polyphonic Folk Soncr by Fan Tsu-In, and (5) "Some 

Characteristics of Modulation and Current Composition on 

Traditional Instrumental Music," in Musical Quarterly 

Sejliinq Central Music Conservatory (1989) , by Wuang Jin-Fang. 

Over 200 examples have been examined in the selection process 

during the preliminary study process. 

Among these sources, two works in particular have made 

systematical investigations of many aspects of folk songs, 

including their development, form, and historical 

authentication: h Ql Draft tM History q£ Traditional 

3Folk songs have been served as the main sources for 
almost all genres in Chinese music, such as Beijing opera, 
dance music, and etc. 



Chinese Music (Zhong Hua Press, 1990) by Wang, and The 

General Discourse Tradition?! MliSi£, compiled by Dan-Ching 

Press. The folk songs contained in these two books are 

regarded as the most significant among the repertoire of 

thousands of Chinese folk songs collected since 1948. 

In the first part of Li's Modes And Harmony si the Han 

Race, some aspects related to the Chinese tonal system—modal 

patterns, modal/tonal structure, modal/tonal shift, and some 

historical background of the Chinese tonal system—are 

examined. A good number of terms, some newly coined, are 

mentioned in this work, and they have since been widely 

accepted by other Chinese scholars who perform research in 

the same field. 

Fan's ThS. Study Chinese Polyphonic Folk SfiUSS1 remains 

in manuscript form. The work deals with many aspects of 

historical authentication of China's ethnic groups, and the 

musical heritages in their folk songs. The examples 

collected in this book represent one of the most complete 

among the works in this field. 

^Professor Fan is now the principal of the Conservatory 
Ql Traditional Music at Beijing. He spent more than twenty 
years investigating this field. There are many primary 
sources contained in this book. I studied with him during my 
stay in Beijing (September-December 1993). I have his 
personal consent in using some of the examples from his book. 

^Professor Wuang is presently chairman of musicology 
department of Beijing Central Music Conservatory. She is a 
specialist in the field of traditional instrumental music. 
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Wuang's Some Characteristics M Current 

211 Traditional Instrumental MUS3-C2 essentially 

focuses on summarizing modulatory principles in traditional 

Chinese instrumental music from the historical and analytical 

perspectives. This work is considered to be the most 

complete summary on modulation in Chinese instrumental music. 

I made personal interviews with the leading scholars and 

folk musicians during the period of my field study in 

Beijing, and had opportunities to study with some of the 

authors mentioned above. From this field study, I have 

arrived at the opinion that the works cited above represent 

the most reliable document in this field of study. 

The Method Used in This Study 

During my field study, it became apparent that, to date, 

no consistent analytical system for study of Chinese folk 

songs has been proposed or established. To be sure, a few 

observations on and analysis of some special genres have been 

made in China, such as the widely accepted summaries of the 

melodic and modal characteristics in the nine major systems.1 

^According to its historical background and musical 
characteristics, Chinese music is divided into nine major 
systems. These systems and subsystems reflect either music 
features of the popular genre in ancient kingdoms or musical 
characteristics of different geographical areas. For 
instance, Chin-Jin was an important political and cultural 
center during the Chin Dynasty. The musical characteristics 
passed down to us from this ancient culture are summarized by 
Chinese musicologists as the Chin-Jin system. The subsystem 
refers to the specific genre in this system. 



However, a closer investigation of these summaries indicates 

that no attempt has been made to formulate a consistent 

analytical system for Chinese folk songs. 

The structural feature of Chinese music, aheng-yun 

aeries (see Chapter II), presented in the discourses of the 

nine major systems, serve as the basic structural unit in 

Chinese modal patterns from the analysis of those examples in 

the preliminary study. The analytical system proposed by the 

author is an attempt to use a Western analytical approach, 

the reduction technique of Schenkerian analysis, to reveal 

this structural unit and to show functional relationships 

among these structural units. A detailed discussion will be 

presented later in this thesis (Chapter II). 

The Problem of Terminology 

In the absence of an established nomenclature, it is 

essential that many of the traditional Chinese musical terms 

be clarified and compared with their Western counterparts. 

The important terms that appear throughout the present study 

are briefly discussed below. 

The traditional procedure for deriving the scalar tones 

is called the aan-fen aun-yi1 principle. It is comparable 

^The earliest complete account regarding the san-fen 
sun-yi principle can be traced back to about the fourth 
century B.C. on the vin-lu piana (discourse of tone and lu) 
in The Spring and Autumn Lu(third century B.C.) as well as 
on the vuancr piana (circumference of the earth) in the 
Guan-Zih (? fourth century B.C.). Detail information about 
the calculation is listed in Appendix 1. 
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to the Western circle of fifths principle or the Pythagorean 

tone-system. In process, scalar tones are produced by 

alternately multiplying 2/3 and 4/3 by the length of a tube 

or string of the preceding tone. 

A five-note scale pattern, called Wu-Sheng,1 consists 

of scale degrees kung, Bhang, cheuh, chi, and yu. This 

basic Chinese scale pattern may be approximated to a scale 

using the Western solmization syllables, as do-re-mi-sol-la. 

fa-sol-la-do-re. or sol-la-ti-re-mi. and thus is comparable 

to anhemitonic pentatonic scale. For the convenience of 

later discussion in this study, this pattern will be referred 

to only as the do-re-mi-sol-la pattern. For the sake of 

those who are familiar with the major-minor system, "do" will 

here always serve as the tonic.2 

The notes of wu-shena are traditionally called cheng-

sheng, comparable to "diatonic scale" tones in the Western 

music. Another term, plen-aheng, is used in contrast to 

chena-shencr. and is comparable to chromatically altered 

^The five notes of the wu-shena pattern are first 
mentioned and received their degree name as early as the 
sixth century. They are mentioned in a court chronicle 
regarding the dialogue between Chou Ging Wong (544-520 B.C.), 
Chou Emperor, and Lin Chou Geou, his court musician. 

^It is also worthy of mentioning here that, in the 
multi-tonic nature of the wu-shena scale pattern in Chinese 
music, the tonic is not always do. And the mental perception 
of finalis of traditional Chinese musician is different from 
that of Western music. The result of an experiment, which 
will be discussed later, done by Chinese theorist Dong Wei-
Song, indicates that the musical perception of finalis is not 
innate or universal but is a disciplined phenomenon, and 
varies from race to race. 
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tones. Historically, there are altogether four altered tones 

in traditional Chinese music. They can be categorized into 

two types: 1) prefixing a note with pien indicates a 

semitone below the diatonic note, thus, for example, taking 

kuna as C, pien-kuncr (tij will be B, while pien-chi (fjj 

will be F#; and 2) prefixing a note with ching indicates a 

semitone above the note, thus, for example, cheuh (mi) is E 

and then china-cheuh (la) will represent F while china-vu 

(la) represent Bb. 

Taking two from these four altered tones and applying 

them to the five notes of the wu-shencr scale pattern, three 

types of heptatonic scale patterns emerge: the ancient type, 

the modern type and the ching Bhang type. The ancient 

type refers to the earlier (c. 770 B.C.) type of heptatonic 

scale in Chinese music. Using the san-fen sun-yi principle 

and starting with kuncr. a seven-note series—kuna (do) , chi 

(£2l) / sfafflq (££) / YH (1&) / cheuh (nil) , pien-kuna (£jj , and 

pien-chi (H)—is produced. Rearranging the order, the 

pattern do-re-mi-fi-sol-la-ti is produced. The modern type 

or chronologically the second type, is a series of seven-

note, Jmna (da), shang (is), cheuh (mi), china-cheuh (£a), 

ShL (£Ql) , yu (la) , and pi en-kuna (£jj , while the china shana 

pattern consists of kunq (dfi), shana (££), cheuh (mi), china-

Ch^Uh (fa)/ Chi (sol), yu (la), and china-vu (te). 
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These three heptatonic scale patterns may be seen as 

similar to the Western major scale, but they connote a 

different concept of tonality from the Western major-minor 

system. Taking da as C, the ancient type, modern type, and 

china shana type are G, C, and F patterns respectively. 

Additionally, from the standpoint of their melodic gestures 

and other elements, they actually represent three different 

heptatonic scale patterns. A detailed discussion of their 

differences will be presented later. 

Other Chinese terms for the twelve pitches within an 

octave, huang-zhong, lin-zhong, tai-tzu, nan-lii, gu-

heleh, yin-zhong, jui-bin, da-lii, yi-tze, jia-zhong, 

wi-1, and zong-lH, (see Appendix 2) indicate only the 

related intervallic relationship among them. The standard 

pitch huana-zhona. the fundamental pitch of the twelve 1&, 

has been changed from time to time in Chinese music history. 

Taking huana-zhona as sia, these twelve pitches will in turn 

be comparable to—da, &i, ££, £i, mi, 1&, |i, sol, si, 1&, 

li,and £i in Western solmization. 



CHAPTER II 

THE ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS OF TONAL THEORY IN TRADITIONAL CHINESE 

MUSIC 

Some Elements of Importance in Traditional Chinese Music 

Though not entirely unlike other musical cultures of the 

world, the music of China, during its long period of 

development, was shaped by many extra-musical elements: these 

include languages, philosophical perspectives, and geographic 

features. These extra-musical elements conditioned the 

course of musical development and, indirectly, bred the 

theoretical systems of Chinese music. 

Languages 

There are some forty different ethnic groups within the 

political boundaries of China. Language not only varies from 

one ethnic group to another, but also differs from one 

geographic location to the next within the same ethnic group. 

According to linguistic studies, there are hundreds of 

dialects in China. The yin-yun system, however, suggests 

that there are basic characteristics that are common to all 

of these dialects. 

It must be pointed out here that Chinese spoken language 

and its linguistic (or phonetic and phonemic) elements play a 

markedly more important role in studying the characteristics 

of Chinese music than do European languages relative to 
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European music. Chinese spoken language is monosyllabic and 

tonal. the latter being an all-important factor in deciding 

the meaning of a sound/word. This tonal aspect is intimately 

related to the pitch inflections (rises/falls) of music. 

The yin-yun system of the Chinese spoken language 

consists mainly of three elements: (1) Sheng-mu: This is 

the first sound in the pronunciation of a Chinese word. (2) 

Yun-mu: This is the sound following the shena-mu. The 

position of the tongue in the pronunciation of vun-mu decides 

the direction of the tonal inflection. (3) Tsl-dlaw: This 

is the actual tonal inflection that appears after the 

pronunciation of the vun-mu.1 

The variance in tonal inflections of the tsi-diaw is the 

most distinctive feature among dialects in Chinese spoken 

language. For the convenience of explanation, a diagram2 of 

the tsi-diaw in Mandarin is listed below. 

xYang Yinnliou , in his book Language A M Music stated 
"The most important element in vin-vun ( ), is the tonal 
inflection known as tsi-diaw ( ). Together with shena-mu 
(....) as well as vun-mu ( ) and tsi-diaw, they constitute 
the three fundamental elements of yin-yun." pp. 4-7. 

^This is a modified diagram. The original diagram is 
listed in Yang Innliou, La*WUaq<? £&£ Music p. 6. 
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Semi-High 

Middle 

Semi-Low 

tsi-diaw types yin-ping yang-ping shang-sheng chu-sheng 

range 55 35 24 51 

Figure 1. Diagram of Tsi-Diaw in Mandarin. 

Linguists divide the tonal range of any Chinese spoken 

dialect into five levels. From low to high, numbers 1, 2, 3, 

4, and 5 in the diagram below represent the five levels of a 

tone. A two digit number, such as 24, represents the range 

between two tonal levels, level 2 to level 4. This range 

encompasses the two extreme horizontal ends of the bold line. 

For example, in analyzing the Chinese character ( ) and 

using the D.J. system for phonetic symbology, we find that 

( ) is notated as [mian^] ; i.e., [m] represents the 

shencr-mu. [ian] represents the vun-mu. and ['V] represents 

the tsi-diaw. 

In Chinese spoken language, the tsi-diaw type may differ 

from dialect to dialect, yet, in forming the spoken word, as 

represented by the three elements found in the vin-vun 

system, the basic principle remains the same. It is this 

element of tsi-diaw and its tonal inflections within the 
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dialects that has profoundly influenced the development and 

contour of Chinese melodic gestures.1 

Although the textual tonal inflection of Chinese spoken 

language and melodic contour does not always match directly, 

the implied influence cannot be overlooked. It is the 

author's opinion that the extent and importance of influence 

of the tonal inflection of spoken Chinese upon Chinese music 

ought to be sought within music itself. This implication, 

though possibly lacking in stringent documentable proof, 

nonetheless reveals "tonal" similarities that differ from 

other spoken languages. 

Another example of the hidden influence of tonal 

inflection on Chinese music is reflected in Chinese 

instruments. Most of the Chinese instruments have no frets, 

such as the erhu (two-stringed fiddle), and the ku-chyn. 

Though it is true that a few Chinese string instruments have 

frets, the effect of pitch nuance can still be achieved by 

altering the pressure on the strings to produce a microtonal 

effect. These facts also support the notion that the 

1q-J- Cho in his dissertation Some Non-Chinese Elements 
In The Ancient Japanese Music comments on this aspect of 
Chinese music in the following statement: "....It must be 
added, however, that this author's examination fails to 
reveal any consistent pattern of association between the 
melodic contour and the textual tonal inflection (see p. 69, 
n 1). Any attempt to find a relationship between melodic 
contour and tonal inflection of the Chinese spoken language 
differs from dialect to dialect, and the problem is further 
compounded by the fact that tonal inflection has changed 
during the course of history." p. 53. 
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development of musical thought—and performance practice in 

particular—has been influenced and its course shaped by the 

tonal inflection of the Chinese spoken language. 

This tonal-linguistic consideration, though somewhat 

hidden, plays a significant part in both the aesthetic and 

analytical study of Chinese music. Through attending and 

observing performances of traditional Chinese music during my 

field study in Beijing (September-December 1993), this author 

has become keenly aware that the often hidden influence of 

language is indeed important and that it cannot be neglected 

in an earnest study of Chinese music. 

Though the relationship between linguistic tonal 

inflections and melodic gesture is hardly precise enough to 

be quantified as with other elements such as tempo and 

dynamics, the author nonetheless attempts to include the 

relation of spoken language and musical gestures as an 

element in proposing an analytical system. 

The influence of Chinese spoken language on music is of 

the nature of a "microtonal" effect. From the author's 

observations, there is an intrinsic difference between the 

mental perception of a given melodic line between Chinese 

musicians and their Western counterparts (Figure 2). The 

manner in which melodic is perceived by Chinese musicians, 

especially folk musicians who are not familiar with the 

Western musical system, can be represented in part (1) of the 
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following figure, while that of the Western musician as in 

part (2). 

A Given Melody 

(1) Chinese Interpretation (2) Western Interpetation 

Figure 2. Intrinsic Difference of Aural Perception. 

Philosophical Perspective 

Symbolism occupies a special place in the Chinese 

musical system. The following statement by Cho represents 

one of its essential perspectives.1 

At any rate, the concept of five-tone music is 
ritually and philosophically related to the 
interpretation of all natural—"heavenly endowed"— 
phenomena in terms of the number five. Hence the 
archaic written symbol for mi X (five) represents the 
central point of four cardinal directions. (The 
integration of four cardinal directions produces the 
fifth, the center.) The number ten also illustrates 
the preoccupation for numerical symbolism in the mind of 
ancient Chinese. The written symbol for ten is + , 
which also signifies the point of integration, as does 
the written symbol for five. Five is the integration of 
shih (four) cardinal points. Ten, also pronounced shih 
(with a different tonal inflection), is the integration 
or summation of shih (four) incomplete elements: one 
plus two plus three plus four equals ten. 

llbid,. p. 20 and p. 26. 
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An aspect of the symbolic connotation of kuncr (do) , 

which is directly related to Chinese modal patterns, is 

worthy of mention here. This symbolic meaning of kuncr (do) 

has also left its impact in the history of the Chinese tonal 

system. 

Kuncr, which literally means "palace," is a place where 

the emperor resides. The residence of a mere human being in 

ancient China cannot be called "kung." Only the world of 

gods is sufficiently privileged to receive the designation 

kung as the place of residency. For example, the temple of 

Taoism is called "Tao kung." In contrast, within the 

societal structure of ancient China, the place of residency 

of even the prime minister, with his social status far above 

the common people, could only be called "fu." 

Kuna (£&) serves as the fundamental and central pitch in 

the tonal system and, from this kuna , all other pitches 

are generated by way of the circle of fifths. This process 

of tone generation is mentioned in the Chinese classic 

literature CTUO-VU Chou-vu (Record of Chou); that kuna (do) is 

the host of all tones. Because of the supreme symbolic 

connotation of kuna, the theory of three kunga one yun 

(three different heptatonic scale patterns derived from the 

same pitch series1 ) , has never been permitted to be recorded 

1 "Pitch series" refers to the seven notes produced from 
kuna according to the san-fen sun-vi principle. A detailed 
discussion of the theory of three kunga from one yun will 
be stated later. 
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in official chronicles; for "three kuncrs" would imply the 

coexistence of "three emperors"—a concept that strongly 

contradicts and is wholly unacceptable in the ancient Chinese 

political system of imperialism, in which only one emperor is 

allowed in the world. Therefore, the theory of three kuncrs 

(do) one yun is discussed only in non-official accounts. 

This theory of three kuncrs one yun is essentially a 

system that relates to the subtle influences of the 111- The 

same also can be used to interpret how three different 

heptatonic scale patterns are presented as three independent 

identities. A detailed discussion will be pursued later in 

this study. 

Geographic Features 

Life, dispositions, and cultural characteristics of the 

Chinese people were influenced by their respective geographic 

locations. As a result, Chinese folk songs can be divided in 

terms of ten characteristic regions. This and other aspects 

of music influenced by geographic feature will be discussed 

in later chapters. 

Some Essential Elements and Tonal Theories in Traditional 

Chinese Music 

The extra-musical elements mentioned above have 

influenced and shaped the course of the development of 

Chinese music in a unique way. The fundamental differences 
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in tonal/modal theories of Chinese music from its Western 

counterpart also reflect the uniqueness of Chinese music. 

Some of these theories are found in historical documents, 

while others are verified only recently as the result of 

archaeological discoveries. Among these theories are some of 

the most essential tonal theories, and they are summarized 

and discussed as follows: (i) three correlated aspects, vun. 

kuna. diaw. (ii) the theory of three kunaa one yun, (iii) 

the kuna nodal field, (iv) the iu system, (v) the fu 

taeng principle, and (vi) the four possible wu-shencr scale 

patterns based on lii system. 

Three Cprcelfrted Yun. Kung. and Diaw 

The generation of Chinese modal patterns are based on 

the correlation of three concepts: (1) vun (pitch), (2) kuna 

(finalis), and (3) diaw (mode). Following the hierarchical 

order of yun, kuna. and diaw, three heptatonic scale patterns 

of Chinese music are formed. 

(1) "Yun" can be compared to "pitch." It is considered 

as the starting point of a sequence of notes. For instance, 

according to the circle of fifths, a seven-note series--Bb, 

F, C, G, D, A, and E--is generated from the Bb yun. 

Rearranging their order creats the scale pattern Bb-C-D-E-F-

G-A. 

(2) "Kung" (<2a) can be compared to the "finalis" of the 

medieval ecclesiastical modes. For example, using the 
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heptatonic scale generated from Bb, Bb-C-D-E-F-G-A can be 

interpreted as do-re-mi-fi-sol-la-ti,1 the ancient type of 

heptatonic scale pattern. It can be said that the kuna (do) 

is "on the Bb yun" and, hence, Bb can be designated as kuna 

and the finalis. This heptatonic scale from Bb yun can also 

be interpreted as other types of Chinese heptatonic scale 

patterns, as will be discussed later. 

3) "Diaw" is comparable to "mode" in Western musical 

terminology. It refers only to the five submodes2 of the wu-

shena scale pattern. 

The seven-note series generated from "yun" can serve as 

the source for three different heptatonic scale patterns. 
* 

For example, the seven-note sequence—Bb (da)-C (££) -D (mi)-E 

(fi)-F (sol)-G (la)-A (£i)—generated from Bb yun besides 

being interpreted as the ancient type, can also be 

interpreted as the modern type, F (da)-G (££)-A (syj -Bb (fa) -

C (sol)-D (la)-E (ti) and the ching shang type, C (do)-D 

(££)-E (mi)-F (la)-G (sol)-A (la)"Bb (££). 

^This sequence of notes can also be solmized as fa-sol-
la-ti-do-re-mi to show the diatonic character of Chinese 
heptatonic scale pattern. In this way, the kuna will be fa. 
The reason to take kuna as do and assign the do-re-mi-fa-sol-
la-ti pattern in this thesis is simply for the convenience of 
comparison (three types of Chinese heptatonic scales) and 
discussion. 

^Submodes refer to the "modes" taking five diatonic 
tones of the wu-shena scale as tonic. For instance, re-mi-
sol-la-do-re is the re submode, which takes re as tonic. A 
detailed discussion will be presentd later. 
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After the tonality of the kuncr (do) of the heptatonic 

scale is determined, the submodes (diaw) of that heptatonic 

scale are formed. For example, the five submodes of Bb yun F 

kuncr heptatonic scale--F kuncr (cl£) -G shancr (rg) -A cheuh (mi) -

Bb china-cheuh (fa) -C filli (fifil) -D yu (la) -E pign-kunq (£i)--

are as follows: (1) Efi submode: F-G-A-C-D-F (do-re-mi-sol-

la -do) , (2) M submode: G-A-C-D-F-G (re-mi-sol-la-do-re). 

(3) Mi submode: A-C-D-F-G-A (mi-sol-la-do-re-mi). (4) Sol 

submode: C-D-F-G-A-C (sol-la-do-re-mi-sol-la). and (3) La 

submode: D-E-G-A-C-D (la-do-re-mi-sol-la-do). 

What makes these three correlated aspects so important 

is the fact that theoretically 180 diaws (submodes) are 

possible in the three Chinese heptatonic scale patterns. A 

calculation of these 180 submodes is formulated as follows: 

12 yuns (pitches) times 3 kungs (finales) times 5 submodes 

(diaws) equal 180 submodes. Related research on this 

theoretical system of 180 submodes has been done by theorist 

Huang Shiang-Perng. Huang found that all 180 submodes exist 

in traditional musical practice.1 

In the theoretical discussion, the modal designation is 

stated and follows these three correlated aspects. For 

instance, the Bb kuncr sol submode indicates that the sol 

ll visited Professor Huang during my stay in Beijing and 
discussed the aspect of the 180 submodes in Chinese musical 
practice. Huang has finished the collections of examples for 
these 180 submodes, yet, his related discourse still remains 
in the form of draft manuscripts. 
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submode (diaw) F-G-Bb-C-D-F (sol-la-do-re-mi-sol) is taken 

from the seven-note series Bb-C-D-E-F-G-A that is generated 

from Bb yun and is on Bb kuna {^) . 

In the writings on Chinese music, the terms yun, kuna. 

and diaw are often used in a confused manner. For example, 

referring to pitch, diaw is frequently confused with vun. In 

this study, diaw will always be used to denote "submode." 

Theory of Three Kuncrs One Yun 

Literally, three kuncrs one vun means that three kunas 

(finales) can be found from the same sequence of notes 

generated from the same vun. As discussed above, Bb kuna. F 

kuna and C kuna are derived from the seven-note sequence 

generated by Bb vun. 

Taking the above seven-note series Bb, C, D, E, F, G, 

and A as example, and comparing these three types of 

heptatonic scales with the Western major-minor system and 

ecclesiastical modes, the following may be obtained: (1) 

with Bb as kuna (&Q.), Bb (do) , C (re) , D (mi) , E (J1) , F 

(sol), G (la)/ and A (£jj becomes the first type of 

heptatonic scale pattern (F major mode or Bb-Lydian mode); 

(2) with F as kuna (da), F (^2) , G (££) , A (mi), Bb (la)/ C 

(sol), D (la)/ and E (£jj becomes the second type of 

heptatonic scale pattern (equivalent to the F major mode in 

the Western major-minor system, or F-Ionian mode in 

ecclesiastical modes). (3) With C as kuna (do). C (£Q), D 
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(re), E (mi), F (la)<• G (sol), A (la)/ and Bb (.kg) becomes 

the third type of heptatonic scale pattern (F major mode or 

C-Mixolydian mode), the china shana type. The system of 

three kunas (do) one vun. therefore, embodies three different 

finalis derived from the same pitch series. 

For convenience, the seven-note series of C yun is 

presented as below in its three forms. 

Heptatonic Scale Pattern 

pitch series C D E F# G A B 

ancient kung shang cheuh pien-chi chi yu pien-kung 

(da) (££) (mi) (fi) (sol) (la) (£i) 

modern ching-yu chi yu pien-kung kung shang cheuh 

(la) (sal) (la) (£i) (da) (xs) (mi) 

ching-shang ching-yu kung shang cheuh ching-cheuh chi yu 

(t£) (da) (re) (mi) (fa) (sal) (la) 

Figure 3. The Diagram of the Three Kunas one Yun Theory. 

The relationship among the kunas in these three 

heptatonic scale patterns stand in the intervallic relation 

of a perfect fifth. That is, G kuna (the modern type) in 

Figure 3 is a perfect fifth above C kuna (the ancient type), 

while the kuna of china shana type, D, is a perfect fifth 

above G kuna. This interval relationship demonstrates a 

similar system of not only the key relationships but also the 
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modulatory process in the music of the Western common 

practice period and traditional Chinese music. 

There are important differences between these three 

Chinese scale systems, however, particular in idiomatic 

melodic gestures. This aspect will be presented later in 

this study. 

Kuna Modal Field 

Theoretically, there are five "submodes" in the wu-shencr 

scale pattern: (1) kung submode: do-re-mi-sol-la: (2) 

ahang submode: re-mi-sol-la-do: (3) cheuh submode: mi-

sol-la-do-re; (4) cbi submode: sol-la-do-re-mi; and (5) yu 

submodel la-do-re-mi-sol. The term kuna modal field is 

used in referring to the collection of these five submodes of 

the wu-shencr scale pattern. 

The modal "field" is analogous to a magnetic field in 

physics. The tonal focus of kuna (finalis) procured from 

other scale degrees in wu-shena is compared to the center of 

the magnetic field. The implied meaning of the kuna modal 

field is that no matter on what scale degrees of wu-shena the 

tonic falls, the orientation of the kuna is always clear. 

The tonic status of these five diatonic scale degrees, or 

"finalis of submode (tonic)," is subordinate to this center 

or "master" finalis, kuna. 

The "master" finalis in this theoretical system presents 

a perspective influenced by the symbolism as discussed 
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earlier in the philosophic view of Chinese music. However, 

in musical practice, this perspective is applied and often 

used in the discussion of polymodality of the Chinese modal 

system. Polymodality refers to more than one submode 

coexisting with another in the same wu-shena scale pattern. 

For example, both the kuna and chi submodes coexist in the 

same wu-shena scale pattern even without tonal/modal shifts. 

From this perspective, it may even be said that the primary 

concern for tonal focus in Chinese music lies in the 

identification of the finalis rather than the tonic. An 

example for demonstrating this point will be presented later. 

The last two related tonal/modal theories are the lu 

system and the fu-tsencr principle, these two being the result 

of recent archaeo-musicological discoveries. Detailed 

accounts in the inscriptions on the sets of bronze bells 

excavated from the tomb of Marquis of Tseng have helped to 

clarify some puzzling questions regarding the system. One 

significance of the Marquis of Tseng bronze bell in the fact 

that there are more than two thousand eight hundred Chinese 

characters inscribed on these bronze bells. The task of 

deciphering these inscriptions took more than a decade, 

engaging thousands of Chinese scholars from diverse fields. 

These studies have offered a proof that the traditional 

Chinese lii system is actually identical with the Jja system 

used in ku chin, an ancient zither. Here, it seems necessary 

to mention the place of the ku-chin music in Chinese music. 
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The repertoire of ku-chin in Chinese music may be likened to 

that of the piano in European music. Ku-chin music and the 

other traditional music genre, kuen-cheu, are regarded as 

the two major sources that have preserved the traditional 

Chinese musical characteristics, including the practice of 

the theoretical system. Over six hundred fifty pieces of ku-

chin music in traditional Chinese chin notation have survived 

through history. These scores contain a significant amount 

of information on the relationship between musical practice 

and the traditional Chinese lii system. 

The Chinese lu system 

There are three major m systems in traditional Chinese 

music: (1) the circle of fifths system, (2) pure 

temperament,1 and (3) equal-temperament. Mixtures of these 

three systems are often found in Chinese musical practice. 

In particular, a mixture of the circle of fifths and pure 

temperament is by far the most frequently used. This mixed 

temperament system has been coined a "compound lu system" by 

modern Chinese theorists. 

Even before the sets of bronze bells from the tomb of 

Marquis of Tseng were discovered, a considerable amount of 

speculation about the compound Hi system in Chinese music had 

Ipure temperament is a system of tuning based on perfect 
fifths and pure major thirds. This system is slightly 
different from meantone temperament, which is based on 
flattened fifths and pure major thirds. 
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already been made. Part of the chin lu--the tuning system for 

the Chinese seven-string zither--is based on a mixture of the 

pure temperament and the system of the circle of fifths. For 

example, the playing positions of the ku-chin, known as the 

chin-huei1 (see Figure 4) indicate pure temperament, i.e., the 

third, sixth, eighth, and eleventh are 1/5, 2/5, 3/5, and 4/5 

of the whole string length. 

W U -

Figure 4. Ku Chin. 

However, the tuning of this instrument involves the 

circle of fifths. The overtones on these four positions are 

often used in ku-chin music. This fact strongly suggests 

that the theory or practice of mixing these systems has 

long existed in Chinese music and such practice can even be 

traced as early as or even long before the invention of this 

instrument. 

For the convenience of the ensuing discussion, the 

following table is given to show a comparison of the 

difference in cents of tones among the three lu system (see 

-'-Chin-huei is a system of finger position marks on the 
ku-chin. It is similar to the frets on the guitar. 
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Table I on page 31). Also, a facsimile of the bronze bells 

(see Figure 5 on page 32) along with the interpretation of 

the inscriptions on these bells is given below. 

The tonal system shown in this diagram is essentially 

that based on the circle of fifths and the fu-tsena 

principle, as explained below. 

Fu-Tsena Principle 

Fu refers to the pitch sounding a major third above the 

given note, while tsencr refers to the pitch sounding a major 

third below the given note. The fu-tsena principle in the 

inscriptions implies a pure major third (386 cents) of the 

two pitches, which are two different adjacent series (see 

Figure 5). That is, each of these two notes is from a 

different but adjacent series, one from the left side of the 

lower series and the other from the right side of next 

series. For example, the given note, shang (££) , is from the 

fundamental series, and the note shang fu (£i) a major third 

above it is from its upper adjacent series (the first 

underline series), while, the note shang tseng (i£) a major 

third below it is from its lower adjacent series 
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(the first overline series—see Figure 5). This major third 

is the same as that in pure temperament. 

Diagrams similar to that in Figure 5, known as a 

functional web or web of pure temperament, can also be found 

in Western tuning systems. In China, the term web of 

zhong-lii was proposed by theorist Huang Shiang-Perng in his 

essays ThS. Mathematical Aspects ol Traditional Chinese Music 

in Musicoloav in China (1986). 

Huang explains the reason why the term "web of zhoncr-lu" 

is more "accurate" in conveying the essence of this system: 

(1) zhong-li is a traditional tuning system in Chinese music; 

and (2) the use of mixing of IJA systems in Chinese music is 

different from that of a single tuning system in Western 

music. Furthermore, Western terminology and ambiguous terms 

used by Chinese theorists, such as the web of the circle 

of f if the or the web of the major thirds, fall short of 

conveying the essence of this particular Chinese system. 

Historically, this system dates from the Chyn Dynasty 

(246-209 B.C.); yet, the musical practice based on this 

system can be traced back as early as nearly three thousand 

years ago. Due to the loss of yun-zhong, an ancient Chinese 

tuning instrument, some of the theories related to zhong-lii 

are shrouded in mystery and, for this reason, some of the 

terminology in Chinese classic literature cannot be verified 

with certainty. For example, in Figure 5, the term "herh" 

was not identified as china-vu (fa) in the fundamental series 
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until the sets of bronze bells were discovered. Or, the 

terms pien-kuna (da flat, Cb) as well as pien-chi (sol flat, 

Gb) in the double overline series had been misidentified as B 

(ti) and F# (f i) in the single underline series in the above 

diagram. 

Four Possible Wu-Shena Scale Patterns Based on the Chinese Lii 

System 

The following models (Figure 6-9) are partly drawn from 

the essays by Huang Shiang-Perng on the inscriptions on the 

bronze bells. To Huang's explanation are added my own 

opinions. The figure below showing these models is intended 

to illustrate the close relationship between the traditional 

lii system and ku-chin lii system. 

In later discussion, the intervallic relationship of a 

given note to kuncr (in the fundamental series) will be 

indicated in cents. In Figure 5, 0 cents is assigned to C in 

the C-kung (£&) fundamental series. 

Ku-chin can be tuned in many patterns. For the 

convenience of comparing the various models of zhong l£i and 

the lu of ku-chin, the tuning of ku-chin is here assumed as 

C-D-F-G-A-c-d. 

The calculation and comparison of intervals is based on 

two particular pitch relationships: the perfect fifth (based 

on the circle of fifths) and the major third (based on pure 

temperament). (1) In the fifth, the difference between two 
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adjacent notes in the same series is 702 cents. For 

instance, G and C in the fundamental series are 702 cents 

apart. (2) For the third, the difference of the note h in 

the first underline and the note G in the the fundamental 

series is 386 cents. This interval is 306 cents in pure 

temperament. The interval between h and C is, therefore, a 

perfect fifth (702 cents) plus a major third (386 cents) or 

1088(cents). If the interval is more than 1200 cents, the 

value will be reducted by a multiple of 1200 to maintain the 

value of the corresponding simple interval. In contrast, if 

the calculation of cents results in a negative value, then a 

multiple of 1200 cents will be added to create a simple 

interval. 

a £ 

C G D 

Figure 6. Model (1) of Wu-Shencr Scale Pattern. 

The notes & and £ in this wu-shencr scale model can also 

be found in ku-chin. The note & (884 cents) appears to be 

the same as the note on the eighth position of chin-huei on 

the C string. The other note s. (386 cents) is the same as 

the note on the eleventh position of chin-huei on the same 

string. According to Table I, the tuning system of this wu-

shencr pattern belongs to pure temperament. 
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C G D A E 

Figure 7. Model (2) of Wu-Shencr Scale Pattern. 

All the pitches in this model are in the fundamental 

series. This lii system is the same as that of the circle of 

fifths. If the seven strings of the ku-chin are tuned as C D 

E F G A c d (do-re-fa-sol-la), then there would be no open 

string for E (mi). However, E can be produced on the ninth 

position of chin-huei on the A string (the fifth string). 

This note E on the ninth position of chin-huei on the A 

string is a perfect fifth (702 cents) above the note of the 

open string A. According to the circle of fifths, the 

relationship between E and C will be calculated in the 

following way: (1) C to A in the fundamental series is 908 

cents (see Figure V); (2) A to E is 702 cents, a perfect 

fifth above A; (3) C to E (from C to A then to E) can be 

calculated as 906 + 702 = 1608 cents; (4) this value is equal 

to (1608 cents - 1200 cents =) 408 cents. This E (408 cents) 

is different from & in the previous model in Figure VI. 

£ a e 

(F) C G 

Figure 8. Model (3) of Wu-Shencr Scale Pattern. 

The difference between this model and that in Figure 6 

is that D is taken out and is replaced by £. The cents of £ 
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can be procured by subtracting 702 cents from the cents of 

the note & (884 cents), as indicated in Figure 5. 884 cents 

minus 702 cents equal to 182 cents. This note £ and the note 

D in the two previous Figure, 6 and 7, are different in 

cents. The note d comes from the single underline series, 

derived from the circle of fifths process. It is on the 

eighth position of the chin-huei on the third string F (j£a) . 

Notes in the series other than those in the fundamental 

series have been listed in Figure 5 as having their own 

names, such as the example of shang fu (li) , ££, and shang 

tseng (ig) , Bb, as previously discussed in the fu-tsencr 

principle. These names are mentioned in the inscriptions on 

the bronze bells. For example, the note ̂  from the single 

underline series is called aue-ahang, and is different from 

the note shang D, which is in the fundamental series, 

produced by the circle of fifths. However the cents value of 

this interval between d and C belongs neither to pure 

temperament nor to the system of the circle of fifths, thus 

making this wu-shena scale pattern a very special kind. 

There is yet no term for this particular "tempered scale 

pattern." In musical practice, however, many examples based 

on this model do exist, particularly in ku-chin music. 

£ 

C G D A 

Figure 9. Model (4) of Wu-Shena Scale Pattern. 
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This model of the wu-shena scale pattern is an example 

of the compound lti system and has been the subject of dispute 

among specialists in the field of tuning systems. The term 

"compound JL£i system" was coined by Huang Shiang-Perng to 

reflect the peculiar nature of this model. The pitch & (386 

cents above C) is derived from pure temperament, while A (906 

cents above C) is from the circle of fifths system. This is 

a particularly characteristic pattern in the system and is 

used extensively in the ku-chin music. The same is seldom 

found or even recognized in the Western music tuning system, 

however. 

It is interesting to note that the cents distribution of 

pitches in the web of zhong-lu can also be found on the ku-

chin, suggesting that lti of ku-chin is actually the same as 

that of the web of zhong-lu, as the above figures have 

illustrated. Besides, there has been much dispute among 

Chinese theorists as to whether ku-chin employs the do-re-mi-

sol-la pattern or the do-re-fa-sol-la pattern; the assignment 

of the pitch names of F (fa), C (do), G (sol), D (re), and A 

(la) / in the fundamental series in Figure 5 seem to suggest 

that ku-chin was tuned to do-re-fa-sol-la pattern. 

Following is a summary of the above four models: (1) 

Kuncr (do) is always located on the left side of the 

fundamental series, with the exception that when there are 

more than five pitches in the pattern, F on the far left side 
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of the fundamental series is to be considered as shown in 

Figure VII. (2) Rung (do) as well as Chi (sol) in the 

fundamental series are found in all the models. The cents .-f 

these two notes (the interval related to kuna remain 

consistent in both pure temperament and the circle of fifths 

system, as shown in the comparison of the two tuning systems 

in TABLE I. One may observe that pitch D (re) also remains 

consistent in the two systems. 

From this summary, it can be said that kunq (do), chi 

(sol) , and shanct (re) are by far the three most significant 

scale degrees, and that the identical position of kuna (^&) 

among these three heptatonic scale patterns (see Figure 18 in 

page 83), is not merely coincidental. 

These four models are not only found to be related to 

the tuning system used in ku chin music; they also can be 

used in the analysis of other musical genres. The analysis 

of the following folk song will serve as an example. 

£3= m [J u-

v
 *r • — 

Example I. A Folk Song of Ningsha at Fugen Province. 
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There are only two pitches a perfect fourth (or perfect 

fifth) apart in this folk song from Ningsha, Fugen Province. 

Since there are only two pitches a fourth (fifth) apart, one 

may argue that it matters little if they are designated 

either as d& sol (da), ££ la (re), or sol re (sol). In light 

of the idiomatic modal patterns used in the songs of that 

area, one study suggests that the two notes should be 

designated as £g. la (re) . 

A measurement of the interval between these two notes in 

this song, shows it to be 680 cents--22 cents less than a 

perfect fifth. This difference is significant, and it is 

identical to the fifth in Figure 6, substantiating the 

interpretation that la ££ is the more correct designation. 

This difference of a mere 22 cents might be considered too 

small to make any difference in our aural perception, 

especially for those who are used to tempered tuning. It 

sometimes has been pointed out that Westerners often regard 

Chinese folk music to be played out of tune. The fact of the 

matter is that such subtle difference is one very important 

feature that distinguishes Chinese music from its Western 

counterpart, the difference being the result of unique tuning 

systems. Actually, for native Chinese musicians who are used 

to the ly. system of the wu-shencr scale pattern, such subtle 

differences among these notes are easily detected. This 

"special" aural perception plays a significant role among 

folk musicians in China. 



CHAPTER III 

SOME OBSERVATIONS ON CHINESE MODAL PATTERNS 

The five notes of the wu-shena scale pattern--do. re. 

mi. sol. and la—serve as the kernel of Chinese modal 

patterns. To these five notes, four altered notes are added 

to form other scale patterns. There are basically two major 

modal patterns used in traditional Chinese music: (i) the 

wu-shena scale pattern, and (ii) the wu-shena scale pattern 

with pien-shena (fa. fi. te. and ti). Besides these two 

modal patterns, certain hexatonic scales--do-re-mi-fa-sol-la 

or do-re-mi-sol-la-ti. and some of the medieval 

ecclesiastical modes are also used in Chinese music. Certain 

modal patterns are found in China's particular ethnic groups. 

For instance, la-do-re-mi-fi is used comprehensively in Bu-Yi 

tribe in southern border of China. This practice is regarded 

more as a regional musical peculiarty rather than being 

representative of Chinese musical practice. 

Wu-Shena Scale Pattern 

Diatonic Interval Structures in the Wu-shena Scale Pattern 

The Vfli-ghenq scale pattern, do-re-mi-sol-la. is 

comparable to the anhemitonic pentatonic scale. This is the 

most important and representative scale pattern in China. A 

closer look at the diatonic interval structure in this scale 

pattern reveals some important features. 
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Figure 10. Diatonic Interval Relationships in the Wu-Shena 

Scale Pattern. 

There are eight different diatonic intervals in the wu-

shena scale pattern: major second, major third, minor third, 

perfect fourth, perfect fifth, major sixth, minor sixth, and 

minor seventh. Comparing this interval set with that in the 

Western diatonic heptatonic scales reveals that the former 

lacks the minor second, the augmented fourth, the diminished 

fifth, and the major seventh. These intervals, especially 

the minor second, augmented fourth, and diminished fifth, are 

considered as the most significant intervals in the harmonic 

context of the Western major-minor system. That is, in the 

major-minor heptatonic scale system, the minor second often 

implies a leading tone relationship in the voice leading, 

while the augmented fourth and diminished fifth play an 

important role in harmonic movement and voice leading 

relative to harmonic progression. For instance, the 

diminished fifth in the dominant seventh chord is always 

resolved to a third of the tonic chord. 

Among those intervals in wu-shena. the major third 

between kuna (de) and cheuh (mi), as well as its inversion 

the minor sixth, appears only once and is the most 

significant feature of this scale pattern. The lower note of 
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the major third interval becomes the kuna (da) of the scale 

pattern. By identifying these two intervals, the tonality of 

kuna (the finalis) of this scale pattern is easily 

determined. For example, the three note pattern G-A-C can be 

solmized as sol-la-do or re-mi-sol. If F appears in this 

three-note pattern, a major third is formed between F and A, 

and F thus become kuna (da), and this three-note pattern can 

be identified and solmized as a re-mi-sol pattern. With the 

same process, if E, Eb, Ab, or B appears in the same three-

note pattern (G-A-C) C, Eb, Ab, or G will respectively become 

kuna (do). 

The method for tonal identification of kuna (da) can be 

used in analysis, particularly where music engages shifts in 

modality and/or tonality. The following example, an Inner 

Mongolian folk song (see Example II in next page),1 is used to 

illustrate how this interval type works in a modal analysis 

in Chinese music. 

The interval of a major third between D and F# (mm. 1-2) 

helps to identify that the tonality of kuna is D; in mm. 5-6, 

however, the interval between G and B indicates that the 

tonality of kuna (do) has shifted to G. Unlike the music 

based on the Western heptatonic scale, tonal/modal shifts in 

Chinese music may not engage chromatic alteration of scale 

^This example is taken from the essay by Chiang Lin The 
interval Kuno-cheuh in His Melodic Analysis issued in 
Musicolpqy la China (1987) p. 132. 
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tones, as seen in this song. The shift is accomplished by 

the addition and deletion of tones. For example, there are 

altogether six different pitches in this song, and one may 

simply regard this piece to be based on a hexatonic scale, 

do-re-mi-fa-sol-la pattern. 

•hI, J. Jifa f 

Example II. Inner Mongolian Folk Song. 

This song serves as an example to clarify the difference 

between the melodic gesture of modal shift in the wu-shena 

scale pattern and the hexachord in Chinese musical practice. 

First, the wu-shena scale pattern frequently serves as the 

basic scale pattern in Mongolian folk songs. Second, in such 

pentatonic scales, mi-f& and ti-do are mutually exclusive. 

For example, the F# (jni) and G (f&) in D kuna (do) are 

mutually exclusive in mm. 1-4 and B (mi) and C (.fa) in G kuna 

(do) are mutually exclusive in mm. 5-8. Third, in the 

original tonality, the notes that solmize as fa or ti will 

become chena-shena (do-re-mi-sol-la) in the new tonality of 

kunq and take a metrically or rhythmically important position 

(i.e., agogic/rhythmic accentuation). For example, G (mm. 5, 
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7, and 8) will be interpreted as in the new tonality of G 

kuncr (do) instead of being interpreted as fa in the original 

tonality of D kuncr (do) . Besides, G takes a metric accent at 

m. 8 as well as a rhythmic downbeat in mm. 5, 7, and 8. 

In contrast, if the melodic gesture only involves the 

do-re-mi-fa-sol-la or do-re-fa-sol-la-ti patterns and without 

the mutual exclusiveness of some tones within them, it often 

suggests that the melody of the piece is possibly based on a 

hexatonic scale pattern. A related discussion about the 

hexatonic scale pattern and problems with modulation will be 

presented later. 

Substructure and Submodes in the Wu-shena Scale Pattern 

The interval types in the wu-shena scale pattern show 

that the major second is the smallest diatonic interval. The 

minor third, on the other hand, should not be regarded as a 

skip but, rather, a diatonic step in the wu-shena scale 

pattern, a step larger than a major second (in a heptatonic 

scale, a major second is a larger step than a minor second). 

Because of this diatonic step nature of a minor third, ti 

(between and da) and la (between mi and sol) function as 

altered tones in wu-shena scale pattern. Like the 

disjunction of the two diatonic four-note patterns forming a 

major mode of a heptatonic scale, the disjunction of two 

"diatonic" three-note patterns constitutes a wu-shena scale 

pattern. For convenience of comparison, the major mode of 
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the heptatonic scale and the wu-shena scale pattern are 

listed below. 

Major mode Wu-Sheng 

Figure 10. Heptatonic Scale and The Wu-Shena Scale Pattern. 

An examination of Chinese folk songs finds that the 

"diatonic" three-note pattern in wu-shena is a significant 

substructure. This substructure plays an important role in 

the melodic gesture. 

Figure 11. Substructure of the Wu-Shena Scale Pattern. 

The intervallic makeup in these substructures are of the 

following types: (1) major second plus major second, (2) 

major second plus minor third, and (3) minor third plus 

major second. Variously combining the two three-note series, 

five submodal patterns in the kuna modal field can be 

produced. 
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u r -
Kung submode Sheng submode Cheuh submode Chi submode yu submode 

Figure 12. Five Submodes from the Disjunction of Two 

Consecutive Three-Note Series. 

As mentioned in Chapter II, theoretically, 180 "keys" 

are possible in Chinese music and these submodes are indeed 

found in musical practice. However, only a selected number 

of keys are used popularly. One such listing is yian-yueb 

erh ahih ba diaw (twenty eight popular modes for 

entertainment). Musical examples for these five submodes 

will be presented later in the section on modal analysis. 

An Observation on the Fundamental Structural Unit, the Shencr-

vun Series in the Wu-Shena Scale Pattern 

An examination of musical examples based on the wu-shena 

scale pattern shows that the three-note series is the most 

fundamental structural unit in Chinese folk songs. These 

three-note patterns are called the sbeng-yun aeries. 

Besides the substructures shown in Figure 12, other 

combinations of these three-note series also play an 

important part in the melodic gesture of Chinese music. 

In current Chinese music sheng-yun series consisting of 

four and five notes have also been proposed. This is 
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summarized in the following diagram.(see Figure 13 in page 

50) 

The author has found that three and four note sheng-yun 

series are the most fundamental nuclei in Chinese music. The 

function they play can be likened to the role that the 

tertian chord plays in Western music of common-practice era. 

Of these two types of sheng-yun series, the three-note 

type seems more predominant in Chinese music. The manner in 

which the four-note series is engaged appears to be a 

modification of the three-note series. 

The three-note sheng-yun series can be divided into 

following five types: (1) the small1 sheng-yun series 

(solmized as la-do-mi). with interval structure m3+M3; (2) 

the narrow sheng-yun series (solmized as re-mi-sol. sol-la-

do, or mi-sol-la. la-do-re), with interval structure M2+m3 or 

m3+M2; (3) the middle sheng-yun series (solmized as do-re-

mi), with interval structure M2+M2; (4) the wide sheng-yun 

series (solmized as sol-do-re. re-sol-la. or la-re-mi), with 

interval structure M2+P4, P4+M2, or P4+P4; and (5) the large 

sheng-yun series (solmized as do-mi-sol), with interval 

structure M3+m3. The first note of the three-note pattern is 

identified as the "root"—the most stable note—of the 

individual sheng-yun series. For example, la is the "root" 

1The following words, "small", "narrow", "middle", 
"wide", and "large" refers to the relative interval size of 
the sheng-yun series. 
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of la-sla-mi/ l&-32-££, or while sol is the "root" 

of sol-la-do or sol-do-re. The table below is given (p. 51) 
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TABLE II. THE ROOT OF SHENG-YUN SERIES 

root shencr-yun series 

do do-re-mi, do-(re)-mi-sol 

re re-mi-sol-(la), re-sol-la 

mi mi-sol-la-(do) 

sol sol-la-do-(re), sol-do-re 

la la-do-mi, la-do-re-(mi), la-re-mi 

There are some parallels between the "functional" 

purposes of tertian chord and the sheng-yun series in the wu-

shencr scale pattern. Before discussing the pertinent aspects 

of musical practice, certain "terminologies" related to 

functional properties of the wu-shencr scale pattern and the 

sheng series need clarification. 

(1) The passing tone in the wu-shencr: There are two 

types of passing tones in the wu-shencr: diatonic and 

chromatic. The diatonic type is referred to as the second 

tone in the three-note passage. For instance, mi. is a 

passing tone between ££ and sol. while sol is a diatonic 

passing tone between mi and la. The chromatic type is 

referred to as the tone between two consecutive diatonic 

tones. For example, and are both chromatic passing 

tone between la and do. 
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The gesture of passing tones occurring within a perfect 

fourth in the wu-shencr scale pattern is different from that 

occurring within a minor third or major third in either the 

ecclesiatical modes or the major/minor system of the common 

practice period. For instance, mi is the passing tone 

between and sol (re-mi-sol); sol is the passing tone 

between mi and la (mi-sol-la); la is the passing tone between 

sol and (sol-la-do), and is the passing tone between la 

and ££ (la-d2-££) in the wu-shencr scale pattern. In 

contrast, mi is the passing tone between rg. and la (re-mi-

la); sol is the passing tone between la and la (fa-sol-la); 

la is the passing tone between £21 and £i (sol-la-ti) in both 

ecclesiatical modes and the major-minor system of the common 

practice period. This three-note perfect fourth pattern 

(including a passing tone), the narrow sheng-yun series, 

actually becomes the predominant and most significant melodic 

feature in Chinese music. 

(2) The neighbor tone in the wu-shencr: There are also 

two types of neighbor tones: diatonic and chromatic. Each 

has its upper and lower positions. For example, do. is an 

upper neighbor tone in a la-dfi-la three-note sequence. The 

chromatic type is found to be a non-diatonic tone (altered 

tone) adjacent to a diatonic tone. For example, is is a 

lower chromatic tone in a do-te-do three note sequence. 

(3) The supporting tone: The supporting tone is similar 

to the dominant or subdominant in the major-minor modes, or 
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the reciting tone in the medieval ecclesiastical mode. It is 

usually a perfect fifth or perfect fourth from the tonic; at 

times it may be a minor sixth. 

The similarity between the melodic gesture of the 

supporting tone to the tonic in the wu-shenci scale pattern 

and that of Western practices is worth noting; the supporting 

tone and the reciting tone form the interval of a P5 or m6 

from the tonic. Diatonic neighboring tones in the wu-shena 

and auxiliary tones and middle tones in ecclesiastical modes 

also have similar functions, either acting as passing or 

decorating tones. These factors indicate that there are more 

common features between the structure and musical behavior of 

the wu-shena scale pattern and the medieval ecclesiastical 

modes. 

For convenience of comparison, two tables are given 

below. They serve to illustrate the function of scale 

degrees in the wu-shena scale pattern and the ecclesiastical 

modes. 

TABLE III. FUNCTIONAL SCALE DEGREES OF THE FIVE SUBMODES IN 

THE WU-SHENG SCALE PATTERN. 

Functional Scale Kung Sheng Cheuh Chi Yu 
Degrees sufcmode sufcmode sufcmode sufcmode sufcmode 
tonic do re mi sol la 

supporting tone sol, mi la, sol do,la,(ti) re, do mi, re 
diatonic upper re mi sol la do 

neighboring tones lower la do re mi sol 
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TABLE IV. FUNCTIONAL SCALE DEGREES OF CHURCH MODES, 

Mode Functional Scale Degrees 
Greek 
Title 

scale 
pattern 

Final is Reciting 
Tone 

Middle 
Tone 

Auxiliary 
Tone 

Dorian re-re re la fa sol 
Phrygian mi-mi mi do sol la, ti 
Lvdian fa-fa fa do la sol 
Mixolydian sol-sol sol re do la 
Aeolian la-la la mi do re 
Lacrorian ti-ti ti sol re mi, fa 
Ionian do-do do sol mi re 

(4) Secondary supporting tone: This term refers to a 

tone which is perfect fourth, perfect fifth, or minor sixth 

(infrequent) from the supporting tone in the original 

submode. 

(5) The sheng-yun skip*1 : The sheng-yun skip refers to 

a melodic skip between two outer notes in a sheng-yun series. 

Since there is no term "interval" in traditional Chinese 

music, there is no concept of a "consonant skip." This 

interval skip is another prominent feature of melodic 

gestures in Chinese music. 

(6) The ascending pattern of the sheng-yun series: This 

term refers to asending melodic gesture of a sheng-yun 

series. With this ascending gesture, the melodic movement 

becomes more "active." This gesture can be compared--though 

not exactly—to the inversions of a tertian chord. 

l-Some of the terms are proposed by the author. They are 
followed by an asterisk*. 
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(7) The descending pattern of the sheng-yun pattern: 

This term refers to descending melodic gesture of a sheng-yun 

series. This pattern of the sheng-yun series is often found 

in the cadence. With the descending gesture of a perfect 

fourth or perfect fifth to the root of this pattern of the 

sheng-yun series, stability is developed (as will be 

illustrated in later analysis). This gesture can then be 

compared—though not literally—to the tertian chord in its 

root position. 

(8) Harmonic motion* between two sheng-yun series: This 

term refers to the intervals of motion of the root between 

two sheng-yun series. These series might be separated by a 

perfect fourth, a perfect fifth, or a minor sixth 

(infrequent), such as the motion of root between sol-mi-re 

and do-la-sol. 

(9) Contrapuntal motion* between sheng-yun series: This 

refers to the diatonic stepwise motion of the roots of two 

sheng-yun series, like the motion between and do-la-

sol . 

(10) The tonic series*: This refers to the sheng-yun 

series in which the tonic of the submode is taken as the 

root. For example, re-mi-sol-(la) or re-sol-la serves as a 

tonic series in the ££ submode (re as the tonic). 

(11) Supporting series*: This refers to the sheng-yun 

series in which the supporting tone of the submode is taken 

as its root. For example, sol and la are the supporting 
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tones in the ££ submode; therefore, sol-la-do-(re), Sfil-dfi-

la-dfi-££- (mi), and la-££-mi serve as supporting 

series in the ££ submode. 

(12) The primary series*: This refers to both the tonic 

and supporting series within a submode. For example, 

sol—(la) or re-sol-la (the tonic series) and g<?l-la-da-(££)* 

sol-do-re, la-da-ffii, (mi) / and la-££-mi (the 

supporting series) are the primary series in the re submode. 

(13) The secondary series*: This refers to the sheng-

yun series other than the primary series (i.e., other than 

the tonic and supporting series). For example, mi-sol-la. 

do-(re)-mi-sol are the secondary series in the ££ submode. 

(14) The sub-sheng-yun series*: This term refers to the 

sheng-yun series that functions as a decorating gesture to 

five diatonic tones in the submode instead of acting as a 

nucleus (sheng-yun series as a structural unit) in the 

submode. An example of this will be given later. 

(15) The cadential series*: This refers to the sheng-

yun series that serves as a cadence. It is often the tonic 

or a supporting series and is always in a descending pattern. 

The following figure (Figure 14 on next page) serves to 

illustrate the terms from (11) to (13). 
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i 
Primary Series 

Kung su Lin ode Tonic Series Support m g Series 

Secondary Series 

Shang submode 

Cheuh submode 

Chi submode -Lnl 

Yu submode 

[ # ] : refer to the root of the Series 

Figure 14. The Primary and Secondary Series. 

The Use of These Shencr-vun Series in Musical Practice 

As stated, the structural basis of Chinese music is the 

sheng-yun series, in contrast with the harmonic structure of 

the Western music. Therefore, the concern in studying the 

tonal structures in traditional Chinese music is different 

from that in Western music. This study will focus on the 

melodic gesture of the sheng-yun series and melodic motion 

within the sheng-yun series. The influence of language in 

melodic gestures will also be discussed. 

In the discussion of melodic features in the sheng-yun 

series, three aspects will be considered: (1) the duration 

of a note, (2) the metrical position and rhythmical value of 

a note, and (3) the form. These three aspects must be 
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considered together in deciding the significance of a note. 

In analying and signifying the relative value of the 

structural hierarchical order of the notes within the same 

modality/tonality, the following method will be used: 

quarter notes will be used to represent the tonally or 

melodically important notes; notes without a stem will 

represent ornamental pitches; eighth notes will represent 

notes of secondary importance; half notes will represent the 

tonic of the cadential sheng-yun series. 

The following discussion will focus on those sheng-yun 

series used in Chinese musical practice. The small sheng-yun 

series often serves as the fundamental structure within the 

music of the Su-Yu subsystem in the Ba-Su system.1 In a Su-Yu 

subsystem, la, da, and nil are kernel tones, with la as the 

tonic. An examination of the following two musical examples 

will help clarify some aspects of the melodic gestures in the 

Su-Yu subsystem, (see Example III) 

In this piece, the form is one-period, through-composed. 

The tonal status of A (la) is tonic and E (mi.) acts as a 

supporting tone for A (la) • As E gravitates towards A, the 

tonal focus of A is established. 

^Based on its historical background and musical 
characteristics, Chinese music is divided into nine major 
systems. The title of these systems and subsystems refer to 
either the name of ancient kingdoms or to geographical 
location in China. 
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Example III. Folk Song of Szechuan Province. 

A small sheng-yun series, E-C-A (mi-do-la1 ) serves as the 

basic structure of this song. In this sheng-yun series, C 

(dfi) functions as a passing note from E to A. C also acts as 

an upper diatonic neighbor tone to A (as in m. 2). The 

function of C (d<2) in this type of sheng-yun series is to 

give either a smooth transition (as a passing tone) from the 

-'-For clarity, the root of the sheng-yun series is shown 
in bold. 
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supporting tone to the tonic, or to serve as a secondary 

supporting tone. Later, in mm. 11-14, C functions as a 

secondary supporting tone for emphasizing E (the supporting 

tone of the tonic A). 

The fact that the whole piece consists mainly of the 

three kernel tones of mi-do-la indicates that there is no 

need for further reduction in order to project the sheng-yun 

series used in this piece. In this song, D (££) is the only 

tone that is not a member of this series. This D in m. 5 

acts as an "escape tone"1 from C to A, while in m. 8, it acts 

as sheng-yun skip. Although D to C to A can be identified as 

a narrow sheng-yun series re-do-la, analysis of the overall 

structure of the piece seems to suggest that a subsheng-yun 

series is a more proper interpretation; that is, the re-do-la 

series serves a decorating function to the tonic A. 

In mm. 1-3, A is surrounded by two kernel tones E and C, 

thereby suggesting that the tonal focus is A. The supporting 

tone E is a temporary tonal focus. This E anticipates 

another "supporting function" of E in mm. 6-7. The final 

cadence E-C-A (mi-do-la) is formed from mm. 7-9. The text 

and melodic gesture suggest that the cadential pattern in mm. 

10-14 is a prolongation or continuation of the previous 

cadential pattern. 

^According to the diatonic gesture of the wu-sheng scale 
pattern, D is an escape tone from the anticipated diatonic 
motion between C and A. 
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When the sheng-yun series contains notes outside the 

sheng-yun series proper, three stages are needed in the 

analytical process. The following example a folk song using 

a small sheng-yun series will serve to illustrate some of the 

application of these three stages, (see Example IV on the 

next page). 

The first stage is to distinguish ornamental notes from 

structurally important notes, and to demarcate the cadential 

points from the observation on text and cadences (see 

analysis (1) in Example IV). A half note is assigned to 

those roots at the cadential points, such as G (la) in m. 2, 

5, 7, and 16. A quarter note or an eighth note is assigned 

to the notes that hold the relative value of rhythmic, 

metric, and durational importance. For instance, the quarter 

note is assigned to D (mi) in the second beat of m. 1. for 

its rhythmic importance (downbeat) and its duration 

(fermata). In contrast, the eighth note is assigned to the 

note C on the first beat of m. 4 in the analysis (1). 

Although note C is on a metrically as well as a rhythmically 

important position (downbeat), the "harmonic context" of the 

cadential pattern in mm. 4-5 suggests that it is more 

appropriate to interpret D as an "appoggiatura" and to assign 

it an eighth note. A stemless note 
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Example IV. Picking Grapes (From Szechuan Province) 
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is assigned to those structural decorating notes, such as F 

in m. 1 of (1) in the analysis. Notes of secondary 

importance in (1) of the analysis might possess structural 

importance in (2) and (3) of the sheng-yun analysis. 

The text and cadences indicate that there are two 

periods (mm. 1-5 and mm. 6-10) and a six-measure coda (mm. 

11-16) in this piece. From the cadential demarcations, there 

are two phrases in each period. Phrase 1 (mm. 1-2) and 

phrase 2 (mm. 3-5) belong to the first period, while phrase 3 

(mm. 6-7) and phrase 4 (mm. 8-10) belong to the second 

period. 

Period I, period II, and the coda (mm. 11-16) all engage 

the four-note sheng-yun series (mi-re-do-la) as the cadential 

pattern. This four-note series is actually a modified three-

note sheng-yun series of mi-do-la. 

In this piece, the roots of the sheng-yun series, as 

presented in (2) of the analysis, are mainly the tonic G 

(la)• There is only one cadential pattern, mi-re-do-la (D-C-

Bb-G), where the "subfinalis" is G of the la submode. 

The second stage based on the first analysis (1), is to 

further reduce the music to a basic structural unit, the 

sheng-yun pattern. As previously noted, the sheng-yun 

series, shown as (2) of the analysis in the reduction, is 

comparable to a tertian chord in a major-minor system. The 

notes within the same sheng-yun series will be connected in 

either an ascending or a descending pattern. These notes 
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will be shown with stems to indicate that they belong to the 

same structural unit. 

The second stage of analysis reveals that there are 

three sheng-yun patterns: la-sol-ml (G-F-D); mi-re-do-la 

(D-C-Bb-G); and sol-mi-re (F-D-C). Most of the sheng-yun 

series in this song are modified three-note patterns of mi-

re-do-la. In this series, re and do act as double passing 

tones. The fact that the cadences and predominant patterns 

form a mi-re-do-la series suggests that this piece belongs to 

the la submode of the Bb kuna modal field. 

The final stage focuses on the relationships among the 

roots of the sheng-yun series. In this analytical stage, the 

half note represents the root of the cadential sheng-yun 

series; the quarter note represents the root of the sheng-yun 

series other than the cadential pattern; and the eighth note 

for the top note of the sheng-yun series (frequently a P4 or 

P5 from the root of that sheng-yun series). Notes placed 

between the quarter note and the eighth note in the sheng-yun 

pattern and notated without stems represent the passing tone. 

The motion between quarter notes indicates the "functional" 

relationship among sheng-yun series. 

The above analytical process applied in this piece may 

be summarized as follows: (1) mi-re-do-la is the predominant 

pattern used in this piece; (2) mi is a supporting tone and 

la is the root; (3) mi-re-do-la is a modified mi-do-la sheng 

yun series and is the kernel structure of this song; and (4) 
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this song exhibits stylistic characteristic of the Su-Yu 

subsystem. 

The narrow sheng-yun series is shown to be the most 

important sheng-yun series in this study. There are four 

types of sheng-yun series: sol-mi-re: do-la-sol: la-sol-mi: 

and re-do-la. In their ascending and descending gestures, 

these series are used widely in Chinese music. 

The narrow sheng-yun series such as sol-mi-re and do-la-

are often found in the Su-Chi subsystem of the Ba-Su 

system. In the Su-Chi subsystem, sol often acts as tonic and 

re serves as its supporting tone. An analysis of the 

following example, a folk song of the Szechuan Province, will 

serve to illustrate the nature of these two sheng-yun series. 

The text and the cadential patterns suggest that this 

piece consists of two periods, period I (mm. 1-6) and period 

II (mm. 7-12). The song ends on the E (sol) submode [see 

Example V, analysis (1) on page 67]. 

The interval between re (the root of the sol-mi-re 

series) and sol (the root of the do-la-sol) is a P 5th, a 

supporting tone relationship. Sol-mi-re acts as supporting 

series in forming the tonal focus on tonic series, do-la-sol. 

Both the cadential sheng-yun series are (££)-do-la-sol 

series. This suggests that sol (E) is the tonic of the A 

kuncr sol submode in this piece. 
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Example V. Planting Pow-Tong Trees. 

The "functional" relationship of root movement among the 

sheng-yun series in phrase 1 [see (2) and (3)] shows the 

supporting tone relationship between and 

In contrast, tlie root movement among the 

and dfl-la-flfll patterns in phrase 2 shows a more 

"contrapuntal" nature. Worthy of mentioning is the fact that 

che roots in phrase 2 are actually the three kenel tones of 

the do- 1 a- sol series (the tonic series). Each of them is 

further decorated by its supporting tones.-
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In example of a narrow sheng-yun series, re-do-la and 

la-sol-mi series can be found in a Hakka1 folk song of the 

Ming-Si subsystem of the Hakka system. 

m 1 in 2 m 3 rn 4 

0) 

(2) 

(3) 
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Example VI: Winds on Bamboo Leaves 

This song contains only four measures that repeat one 

time with different text. The note C in parenthesis (m. 1) 

of the analysis of (1) and (2) is an implied note in the re-

do -la series and is confirmed later by the note C on the 

third upbeat in the next measure. 

The analysis of (3) shows that the connection of roots 

is in a decorative "contrapuntal motion" among the three 

kernel tones, la, sol, and mi. Viewing the sheng-yun type of 

the re-do-la series, shows that it serves as a supporting 

gesture to the tonic series, la-sol-mi. and predicts the 

^Hakka is a Chinese tribal groups. The term itself 
means guest residence and indicates the traveling nature of 
this race. 
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coming of the final tonic mi in the cadential sheng-yun 

series. 

The middle sheng-yun series, mi-re-do series, often 

serves as a sub-structural unit of sol-mi-(re)-do rather than 

acting independently as the final cadential pattern. One 

exceptional case is found in a very special genre, Fugen 

nanchu,1 in the Ming-Tai system. 

'rs.ff.rni i J J 
BBBB—| 

Example VII. Fugen Nonchu. 

In Fugen nanchu, the middle sheng-yun series serves as 

the basic structural unit. A stylistic characteristics is 

Fugen Nanchu is that re acts as the subfinalis rather than 

do. This piece, will be analyzed later in the second part of 

study of modulatory analysis. It is given here to 

denmonstrate the gesture of the mi-re-do serves as sheng-yun 

-'-Fugen nanchu, also named nanguan or nanyin, is an 
ancient Chinese music genre, which is popular in the Mingnan 
and Taiwan areas. 
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series in musical practice. This sheng-yun series appears in 

different tonalities in this example. 

One of the featured characteristics of the wide sheng-

yun the is interval structure P4+P4. For instance, the re-

sol-do pattern, shows the root, sol. as the central tone. 

This pattern is an important feature in the Chu-Chi subsystem 

of the Jing-Chu system as well as in Chin-Gin system. Three 

examples are given below to illustrate the three types of the 

wide sheng-yun series (see Example VIII on page 71). 

There is no need to make any reductions in this sheng-

yun series because it contains only the structural tones of 

the tonic series. Another analytical approach, observing the 

motion as well as the frequency among these structural tones, 

will facilitate the discussion of their hierarchical order. 

From the analysis of the motion of these three notes, 

they are mainly of the P4+P4 type (mm. 1-6), taking the root 

C (sol) as the central tone. The cadential pattern forms a 

M2+P4 pattern, like re-do-sol in mm. 8-9, 13-15, and 16-19. 

The cadential pattern in mm. 16-19, acts as a cadential 

prolongation of the tonic series in mm. 13-15. 

As mentioned earlier, a quarter note is used to show 

their structural significance. The frequency of these 

quarter notes for the three structual tones, the tonic, sol 

(C), 9 times; the supporting tone, ££ (G), 3 times; and the 

passing tone, (F), 0 times, confirms the tonal hierarchy 

in the re-do-sol wide sheng-yun series. 
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Example VIII. Song of Weeding. 

Another example is taken from a folk song of the Shanshi 

Province. (see Example IX on next pa,ge) 

The text and melodic analysis indicates that this is a 

one-period piece containing two phrases (nun. 1-4 and mm. 5-

8). Each phrase is further divided into two parts, a, b, a' 

and b'. Do (C) in the first half, mm. 1-2, of phrase 1, 

presents a temporary pause. It is also a supporting tone for 
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the cadential series, sol-re-do. in the second half, mm. 3-4, 

of the same phrase. Re (G) in the first half, mm. 4-5, of 

phrase 2, acts as a supporting tone of the cadence sol (D) in 

the second half, mm. 7-8, of phrase 2. 

phrase 1. 

mm 3-4 

mm 7-8 

Example IX. A Tune of Porter. 

A parallel structure is found in the formal structure of 

both the melodic and tonal gestures. Melodically, the 

ascending line a (from C to c') is answered by the descending 

line b' (from c' to C). The descending line b (from c' to F, 

a supporting tone relationship) is answered by the ascending 

line a' (from C to G, another supporting tone relationship). 

Tonally, the "harmonic motion" in b (from c' to F) is 

answered by the motion in a' (G to C). 
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Structurally speaking, this is an infrequent case in 

which artistic ingenuity relies on formal structure. This 

genre, as the above example, is called shin-tien-yo.1 The 

form in this genre is often a parallel two-phrase period. 

Structurally, the tonic series is often of the P4+P4 type and 

the melodic motion of the tonic frequently falls on sol or 
££• 

The frequency of the appearance of the important 

structural tones of the tonic series is seven times for the 

tonic, five times for the supporting tone, and zero times for 

the passing tone in this piece. The result confirms again 

the tonal hierarchical order of the wide sheng-yun series. 

Another example of the modified wide sheng-yun series is 

taken from a folk song of the Gansue Province. This piece is 

also a two-phrase period. The first phrase ends on D in m. 4 

with a two-measure prolongation on mm. 5-6. (see Example X on 

page 74). The cadential series, sol-la-do-re in m. 4 ends on 

the supporting tone, ££ (D), rather than the root, sol (G) . 

This ascending sheng-yun series does not seem to convey a 

sense of the "complete" pause. This gesture could be 

comparable to the incomplete cadence in a major-minor system. 

The final cadence ends on G (sol) as seen in measure 9. 

•̂Another name for it is sun-tien-yo. It means "Let the 
feeling pour out and follow the song to roar in the sky." 
The content of the song mainly reflects the life of love or 
labor. It is very popular in the northern part of Shanshi, 
Gansue, and the northeastern part of the Ningshia Provinces. 
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Example X. Tune of White Mu-Dan. 

The sheng-yun series of this piece are predominantly of 

the xe-do-JLa-90I type. Most of them ascend before reaching 

the final cadential series. This gesture displays the 

unstable nature in the wu-shencr scale pattern. Besides the 

soX. series, s_ol —mi -re and re—do-la types are 

also used in this folk song. As observed from the analysis 

of previous examples so far, the relationship among the roots 

of the sheng-yun series is mostly in a supporting tone 

relationship with the intervals of a P4 or P5. It suggests 
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that the supporting tone relationship plays an important role 

in the functional gesture of the wu-shencr scale pattern. 

The large sheng-yun, sol-mi-do. exists comprehensively 

in the Tsu-Kung subsystem of the Jing-Tsu system. At first 

glance, it looks like the tonic chord of a major scale in the 

major-minor system. A close observation of the harmonic 

gesture, however, shows that there are some distinct 

differences between them: (1) The tonic chord in the major-

minor system is often confirmed by the dominant chord rather 

than being treated as an independent identity. In addition, 

its connection with subdominant chord is also a frequent 

harmonic practice in the cadential pattern. By contrast, the 

sol-mi-do sheng-yun series in Chinese music stands on its own 

merit because of its unique melodic gesture in the music, as 

will be demonstrated in following analysis. (2) The 

structural tones of the supporting series of large sheng-yun 

series in wu-shencr scale pattern are re-do-sol, do-la-sol, 

or re-do-la-sol rather than re-ti-sol of dominant harmony in 

major-minor system. From this perspective, the overall tonal 

relationship between these two systems might look similar, 

but the "harmonic vocabularies" are different. If the above-

mentioned characteristics of the traditional sheng-yun 

structure are left out from the music, the stylistic identity 

of the wu-shencr scale pattern will be lost. 

An uncharacteristic example of a cadence using the large 

sheng-yun series, a folk song of Houbei Province, is given 
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below to illustrate part of the gesture of the large sheng-

yun series in Chinese musical practice. 

imp 

in = a 

@3 
mm 1-2 mm 5-4 mm 7-8 

Example XI. Paddling. 

This is a one-period piece. The final cadential pattern 

ends on sol (F). There are only kernel tones in this piece 

and the melody does not have its usual frequent ascending or 

descending pattern. The large sheng-yun series is an obvious 

structural unit in this piece. 

A very interesting melodic gesture is the C that falls 

on every metric downbeat in the piece. However, instead of 

ending on C in the final cadence, the piece ends on F (sol) 

of the sol-mi-do series. As indicated in the text, the music 

seems to present the continuous rhythmic imitation of 

paddling. Perhaps the perpetual motion of the rhythmic flow 

of the paddler can explain why the cadence ends on the 

supporting tone rather than on the tonic (sol) in this piece. 
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A Statistical Observation about the Relationships Among 

Shencr-vun Series within the Same Submode 

The relationships among the sheng-yun series within the 

same submode will help demonstrate the preferred "harmonic 

vocabularies" and the functional hierarchic order of the 

sheng-yun series in the wu-shena scale pattern. 

As observed earlier, the tonic and supporting series are 

the predominant sheng-yun series in Chinese folk song. The 

interval between the root of tonic series and the supporting 

series is frequently in a supporting tone relationship (a 

perfect fifth or perfect fourth apart, with an occasional 

appearance of a minor sixth or major third). 

A list of the frequency of the primary and secondary 

series appears in the above pieces is listed below to help 

better understand the functionally hierarchic order within 

the submode. 

Although some of the above examples are as short as four 

measures as a tribute to their artistic integrity, they still 

reflect the tonal features in Chinese music. More examples 

will be provided in later discussions. 

TABLE V. FUNCTIONAL HIERARCHIC ORDER WITHIN THE SUBMODE. 

Example 
Frequency of Primary 

Series 
Frequency of 
Secondary-

Number Tonic 
Series 

Supporting 
Series 

Series 

IV 8 2 1 
V 2 2 2 
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VI 1 2 1 
X 4 1 1 

Two conclusions can be drawn from the above table: (1) 

The primary series is the predominant series within the same 

submode, and (2) In most cases, the tonic series is the 

predominant series. These two points seem to indicate that 

the tonal focus is organized by the "functional relationships 

between the tonic and the supporting series" instead of "a 

free succession of all the series" in the same submode. 

The tonic series and supporting series are regarded as 

the kernel structures in the wu-shena modal pattern while 

other series simply act as decoration. As discussed so far, 

the interval relationship of the perfect fifth between the 

supporting tone and tonic seems more common than that of the 

perfect fourth, such as mi (the supporting tone) to la (the 

tonic) in Example IV, to sol in Examples V and X. Only la 

to rai in example VI is in a P4 interval relationship on the 

examples quoted in the above list . 

Wu Shena Scale Paattern witth Pien-Shencr: 

The Pien-shena 

As previously noted, the wu-shena scale pattern together 

with different combinatons of the four pien-shena form three 

different types of heptatonic scales. These pien-shena 

frequently intervene with themselves into a minor third 

between the kuna and YU as well as the chi and cheuh. Due to 
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this interval characteristic, the term "minor-third 

intervener"1 is used comprehensively among Chinese theorists. 

There are two sets of interveners in the heptatonic 

scale pattern. China-cheuh (fa) and pien-chi (fi) intervene 

between cheuh (mi) and chi (sol), while china-vu (te) and 

pien-kuncr (£jj intervene between yu (la) and kunq (da) . 

These interveners are always acting as ornaments in Chinese 

modal patterns. Sometimes, their melodic gesture plays an 

important role in distinguishing three types of heptatonic 

patterns and the indication of the tonality of the kuncr (do) 

when tonal/modal shifts happen. Based on the functions and 

melodic gestures, these interveners can be divided into three 

categories: 

(1) decoration: there are two gestures in this 

category, the passing gesture and neighboring gesture. As a 

neighboring gesture, the pien-shena is always a minor second 

from the note that is decorated. It is usually a lower 

neighboring tone. The upper neighboring tone is seldom found 

in the musical examples. The passing gesture is more popular 

than the neighboring gesture in musical practice. Some 

examples of these gestures are given below. 

^This term is proposed by modern Chinese theorists and 
is literally translated from Chinese into English because of 
the lack of proper terminology. 
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Figure 15. Decoration. 

(2) substitution: the pien-kuna (ti) always substitutes 

for the kuna (da) and the pien-chi (fi) substitutes for the 

chi (sol). It is worth mentioning that the word pien ( ) 

literally means "change" though its implied meaning is 

"shift." The shift from the kuna or chi to the pien-kuna or 

pien-chi is a temporary one. The kuna or chi often appears 

after these two substitutuions to clarify the modality. 

Another important feature regarding these substitutions 

is that the pien-kuna or pien-chi always moves down a major 

second instead of a minor second upward to kuna or chi. The 

latter (minor second) is a feature of voice leading in 

Western common-practice harmony. Moreover, these pien-shena 

are often on metrically or rhythmcally unimportant positions. 

The following example is taken from part of the transition in 

the si-pea4 in Beijing opera. Instead of moving to A (sol). 

G# (fi) moves down to F# (mi). 

Si-pea and erh-huang belong to the pea-huang sheng-
chiang system, a singing genre with specific historical 
origin. There are many genres of Chinese opera based on this 
singing genre. 
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down major second 
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down major second down major second 

* refer to fi substitute sol (A) 

Figure 16. Substitution. 

(3) pivot tone: In this category, these pien-shencr 

"change" their tonal status to adapt to the new 

tonality/modality and serve as a pivot point between the 

original modality/tonality and the new modality/tonality. 

They become chena-shena and take a metrically and 

rhythmically important position in the new modality/tonality. 

A few examples are given here for illustration. A detailed 

discussion will be presented in a later analysis. In (1) of 

Figure 17, F# (£jj change its tonal status of pien-shena in 

the original tonality/modality of G kuna. to the chena-shena 

mi of the new tonality/modality of D kuna. In (2) of Figure 

17, F (la) change its original tonal status of pien-shena in 

the original tonality/modality of C kuna to chena-shena do of 

the new tonality/modality of F kuna. 
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Figure 17. Pivot Tone. 

The above discussion about the pien-shencr demonstrates 

some of the differences found in the melodic gesture of the 

heptatonic scale patterns in Chinese music and these of 

heptatonic scales in Western music. For instance, within the 

harmonic context in major-minor system, the resolution from 

ii to da and ia to mi is a common idiom, while the example in 

figure XXI shows that tones with an interval relationship of 

a minor second appear to have a different "voice leading" 

gesture in Chinese music. Above examples of Chinese music, 

the "voice-leading* of pien-shencr seems to revolve around the 

five kernel tones of ifll-fillSQa (chencr-shena) . 

Historical And Analytical Observation On The Diffsrpnrpfi 

Among These Three Heptatonic Scale^Pa-tterns * -

As mentioned earlier, these three heptatonic scale 

patterns are often mistakenly considered as the same major 

mode with different tonalities. For example, taking kuna as 

C, the ancient type, C (dfi>)-D (££)-C (mi)-F# (11)-G (sol)-A 
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(1&)-B (£i) is regarded as a G major scale; the modern type, 

c (da)-D (xs)-E (aii)-F (f£)-G (sol) -A (la)-B (ii) is regarded 

as a C major scale; and the ching-shang type, C (do)-D (re)-E 

(mi) -F (la)-G (sol) -A (la) -Bb (Jts) is regarded as an F major 

scale. The following discussion will show how the pien-shencr 

plays an important role in distinguishing these three 

heptatonic scale patterns. 

Other aspects of the Chinese lii system also show the 

subtle difference among these three heptatonic scale 

patterns. According to the characteristics stated in Chapter 

I, all scale degrees need to be close together. If we take 

the model of the wu-shencr scale pattern in figure 6 and add 

two pitches, k and ££ into it, a seven-note sequence, C-D-£-

fi-G-a-fc, is formed. This series can then be intrepreted as 

three heptatonic scale patterns. Figure 18 shows the result 

of putting them all together. 

By comparing the difference of cents among these three 

types of heptatonic scale patterns, we find that re (D) of 

the ancient type is from the fundamental series (see Figure 

5), yet ££ of the modern type is from the single underline 

series. The difference in interval size is 22 cents. Sol 

(D) of the ancient type and modern type are from the 

fundamental series, while sol of the ching shang type is from 

the single underline series. The difference in size is also 

22 cents. There are actually three different heptatonic 

patterns. 
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ancient 

modern 

ching-shang 

Heptatonic Scale Patterns 

kung shang cheuh pien-chi chi yu pien-kung 

(do) (re) (mi) (fi) (sol) (la) (£i) 

c D £ It G a b 

kung shang cheuh ching-cheuh chi yu pien-kung 

(do) (rfi) (mL) (fa) (sol) (la) (£i) 

G A B C D S. FI 

kung shang cheuh ching-cheuh chi yu ching-yu 

(do) (££) (ffii) (fa) (sol) (la) (te) 

D £ FT G A h c 

Figure 18. Three Chinese Heptatonic Scale Patterns. 

Historically, there are other names for these three 

types of heptatonic scale patterns besides the terms used in 

the previous discussions. These terms were proposed by Yang 

Yin-Liu.1 These names are among the most popular and are 

accepted by most modern Chinese theorists. 

The Ancient Type of Heptatonic Scale Pattern 

Another name for this type is the ya-yueh scale 

pattern. It does not mean that all of the va-vueh repertoire 

use this pattern. The history of the make up of this type is 

recorded in Tung-Pien written by Du Yo in the Chou Dynasty 

(c. 770 B.C.). He states, "After the five notes of chencr-

1I. L. Yang, in his book Chuncr-kuo vin-vueh shih-kana 
(Draft history of Chinese music), p. 88, pp. 258-259. 
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shena based on the circle of fifths, two notes, pien-kuna and 

pien-chi. are added in turn into them."1 A rearrangement of 

these tones thus produces the ancient type of the heptatonic 

scale pattern. 

In considering the melodic gesture of these two pien-

shena (fa and , they act mostly as decorations and are 

often placed on a rhythmically or metrically unimportant 

position. 

In rare cases, they take an important position 

rhythmically or metrically. In this situation, they are 

often confused with the modal shift in the wu-shena without 

pien-shena scale pattern. In the melodic gesture of the 

ancient type, pien-shena ti and and their upper minor 

second dfi and sol are not mutually exclusive within the same 

phrase. This gesture become an important distinction between 

the ancient type of heptatonic pattern and a modal shift 

within the wu-shena scale pattern. In another words, if the 

pien-shena and the note with an interval relationship of a 

minor second from it are mutually exclusive within the same 

phrase, it suggests that the tonality has shifted and the 

scale pattern is simply based on the wu-shena scale pattern 

without pien-shena. 

^ h e interpretation within the quotation marks is a 
brief summary rather than a literal translation from the 
original texts. 
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The ancient type of the heptatonic scale pattern is 

often found in the Beijing opera and the kuencheu. The 

following example is taken from part of the Re-entrance to 

the Palace in the Peijing opera (see Example XII in page 86). 

There are many distinct melodic features of pien-shena 

in this piece. Pien-chi (fi) and chi (sol), a minor second 

apart, are not mutually exclusive within the same phrase in 

the above example. Besides, chi always appears almost after 

pien-chi in the melody and presents the "substitution" 

gesture of pien-chi. In other words, the note pien-chi is 

acting as a temporary substitution before chi appears. The 

melodic gesture between pien-kuna (ti) and kuna (do) are the 

same as that of the pien-chi and chi. A couple of 

illustrations of the substitution for pien-chi and chi are in 

mm. 7, 13, and 18, while those of pien-kuna (ti) and kuna 

(do) are in mm. 3, 9, and 15-16. The decorating melodic 

gesture in this piece can be found in mm. 4, 6, 15, and 20. 

The "tonization"1 in mm. 23-25 will be discussed in next part. 

1-A term borrowed from Western music to refer to the 
temporary tonal shift in music. 
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ANDAN1E instrumental transition ti and do substitution 

<jTJ i r j p 

(1 and sol substitution 

ft rflnjji 
ti and do substitution 

fi and sol substitution instrumental transition ti and do substitution 

fl and soi substitution « 

% 
Example XII. Re-Entrance to the Palace. 

The Modern Type of the Heptatonic Scale Pattern 

Another name for this type is the chlng-yueh scale 

pattern. Historically, this type is found in the criticism 

recorded in the Yin-Yueh Chi (Record of Music) of the Sheu-Su 
# *» 

(Book of Sheu) (c. 588). The critism in this writing 

concerns the restoration of the va-vueh scale pattern and 

questions the use of the popular scale pattern of that time. 

A brief summary is as follows: "It is like losing the order 

of the kingship and his courtiership. The popular scale 
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pattern being used now removes the huana-zhoncr as tonic and 

replaces it with the lin-zhoncr. Even with the tonic of the 

huana-zhona. they take the iui-bin and replace it with the 

zona-lii. " Both phrases within the quotation marks refer to 

the modern type of the heptatonic scale pattern.1 

With this type, the melodic gesture of the pien-kuna 

(£i) and china-cheuh (la) are similar to that of the first 

type. An example is taken from part of the Shanehl 

bongtzi. 

ti and do substitution 
s 

i ri ii'ij ijjuUjj.1 

ti aid do substitution 

Example XIII. Excerpt of Shanshi Bongtzi. 

The melodic gesture of the pien-shena is similar to the 

ancient type in this piece. Pien-kuna and kuna are not 

mutually exclusive and kuna appears after pien-kuna as in mm. 

^The interval relationship in the first phrase "taking 
lin-zhona as tonic to replace huana-zhona" is a P4; in other 
words, if lin-zhona is <|£> then the scale degree huana-zhona 
is JLa. The same interal relationship is stated more directly 
in the second phrase "Or even in the tonic of huana-zhona. 
they took zona-lu to replace iui-bin." That means to take 
huana-zhona as <£& and then to replace iui-bin. fi. by zona-
ln, JLa-
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5 and 9. In this example, the chincr-cheuh serve as an upper 

neighbor tone in mm. 2-3 and a passing tone in m. 9. 

The China Shana Type of the Heptatonic Scale Pattern 

Another name for this type is the yuan-yueh scale 

pattern. Historically, this pattern is recorded in the Yueh 

Chi (Record of Music) of the Sona Shih (History of the Song 

Dynasty). This record it states that "There is a book, Yuan 

Yueh (the Music of Entertainment), written by Tsi Yuan-Ding 

who discussed the scale patterns of secular and entertaining 

music at that time...." An investigation of the scale 

pattern mentioned by Tsi Yuan-Din1 is the same as that which 

we regard as the ching shang type in this study. 

The melodic gesture of the two altered tones, china-

(la) and china-vu (£g) , is different from the above two 

types. Melodically, the china-vu tends to move downward to 

YH while china-cheuh tends to move downward to cheuh.(mi) as 

seen in the following example, mm. 1, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, and 

16. This example is taken from part of the invading into the 

Pfrlfrge in China Shian-Lian. a local Chinese opera of the 

Chin-Chiang. 

iThe interpretation of the original texts involves lots 
of "new" terminologies, which need more interpretation. It 
does not fully convey the original intention, thus, I chose 
only the pertinent information. For more information, there 
are more detailed accounts in the essays by Su People(a pen 
name) Ths. Discussion o£ Yuan-Yueh Scale Pattern issued in 
MusiCQlogy in China(1987). 
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fa (o re 2 

U-Tjllj 
tctosol 

fa to re la to re fa to re 

fa to re 

10 

tetosol 

fa to re 

r uTUii) m 
tetosol 

H HI f ^41 f n j 

tetosol 

Example-XIV. Invading the Palace. 

An observation on the melodic gesture of the two altered 

tones from the above example, the china-cheuh and china-vu. 

tend to move dovmward to cheuh (mi) and yu (la) • This 

gesture is similar to Western musical voice leading 

practices. Yet, the melody cannot be regarded as being based 

on a major mode because the melodic gesture of the basic wu-

shena structure is distinctive in this piece. A close 
S 

investigation of the implied melodic gesture of thesfe two 

altered tones shows that the final goal of the china-cheuh is 

actually shana (re) rather than cheuh. as seen in mm. 1, 6, 

7, 8, 8-9, 9-10, and 12, while that of china-vu is chi rather 

than yii, as seen in mm. 4, 6, 8-9, 11, and 14-17. 

Regarding the above example, there are at least two 

reasons for interpreting this piece as being based on the 
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china shana type rather than the heptatonic scale. (1) The 

tonic of the Ching-Chiang system, in most of the situations, 

ends on sol. The predilection of the downward motion from 

sol or la to ££, the supporting tone, within the supporting 

series sol-mi-re or modified version of la-sol-mi-re is 

typical of the wu-shencr "harmonic" practice. With the wu-

ghenq tonal gesture china-cheuh (fa) tends to move downward 

to cheuh. a temporary goal, then to its final goal shana as 

evidenced in the above example. The same principle also 

applies to the tonic series, causing china-vu to act as a 

passing function between re or mi to sol. (2) Historically, 

this type of heptatonic scale pattern, as previously noted, 

is a "foreign" scale pattern. It is only popular in the 

northwest, middle part of the Shang-Shi and Gun-Shu 

Provinces. The voice leading tendency being influenced 

partly by the "foreign" modal practice (a minor second 

stepwise down) is understandable. The reflection of the 

melodic gesture in traditional modal structures is often a 

consequence of the musical interactions in Chinese music 

history. 

The above analysis and discussion concerning the melodic 

gesture of these four altered tones in the three types of 

heptatonic patterns clearly illustrate that there are 

actually three different heptatonic patterns in Chinese 

music. 
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Observations about Medieval Ecclesiastical Modes in Chinese 

Music 

An examination on the seven notes of a medieval 

ecclesiastical mode is also noteworthy here. The comparative 

difference between modes of the West and the above Chinese 

heptatonic scale patterns will help to understand another 

aspect of these three types of heptatonic scale patterns. 

These church modes in Chinese music can often be found 

in the Russian tribal group of the Shin-Jiang Province. 

Obviously they are highly influenced by European musical 

practices. After a closer look at the general melodic 

gestures, the author found that there were some feature 

differences in the idiomatic usage of these seven notes 

between church modes and Chinese heptatonic scale patterns. 

Despite the tonally hierarchic order of the finalis and 

reciting tone, other notes in the medieval ecclesiastical 

modes seems more independent melodically. In contrast, the 

notes in the three types of the heptatonic scale pattern in 

Chinese music move mostly within the sheng-yun series, as 

observed in the previous musical examples. The following 

example is a Wuludachi folk song of the Shin-Jiang Province. 

There are two voices in this song. The tonal focus, re (E), 

of the upper voice is found in the first six measures while 

in the last two measures the tonal focus is shifted to sol 

(A). The implied modality is Mixolydian. 
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Example XV. Ballade. 

Other notes in this song seem to move freely toward these two 

tonal scale degrees, the finalis sol (A) and the reciting 

tone ££ (E) . As previously discussed, the wu-shena scale 

pattern with pien-shencr tends to move within the sheng-yun 

series based on the five kernel tones rather than being 

independent identities by themselves. We can make some 

modifications to above folk song by adding some notes to the 

original melody, and these changes perhaps can help 

demonstrate some of the differences between medieval 

ecclesiastical church modes and three Chinese heptatonic 

scale patterns. 

Example XVI. A Modification of the Wuludachi Folk Song. 

Observations about the Hexatonic Scale Patterns iri ChinssP 

Music 
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The hexatonic scale patterns found in some Chinese music 

can be divided into two types, do-re-mi-fa-sol-la and do-re-

mi-sol-la-si . Using western solmization we find these two 

types are interchangeable: sol of first hexatonic pattern can 

be interpreted as of the second. However, the 

exclusiveness between .£& and si makes these two types 

independent identities. The following example is a song 

written by Jiang Kwuei (1155-1221)1 (see Example XVII). 

All seven diatonic notes are used in this song, but in 

terms of the metrical and rhythmic position in the melodic 

gesture, there is a hierarchy among these seven notes. £& 

(Bb), in mm. 1, 10, and 11, is more important in the metrical 

and rhythmic positions than ti (E) is, in mm. 6, 11, 12, and 

15. (E) serves mostly as a decorating gesture in mm. 6-7, 

15-16, while £& (Bb) acts as a member of the six notes in the 

hexatonic scale pattern. 

We also find that .£& and aii (A) are not mutually 

exclusive, as in mm. 1, 5, 10, and 14. As mentioned in 

Example II, this feature helps to distinguish the difference 

between a hexachord and the tonal/modal shift found in the 

m-sksaa scale pattern without pien-shena. From these two 

observations, we can clearly see the gesture of the hexatonic 

scale pattern in this song. 

1Jiang Kwuei, a poet, tayr writer, calligraphist, and 
musician, is a versatile artist in the Song Dynasty. 
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mi and fa are not raitiially exclusive 

Example XVII. Si Mei Ling. 



CHAPTER IV 

ASPECTS OF MODULATION IN TRADITIONAL CHINESE MUSIC 

The Historical Accounts of Modulation 

Research indicates that modulatory practice in Chinese 

music had existed as early as in the Pre-Chyn Dynasty 

(c.a.200 B.C.)/ but the validity of this research has been in 

question because of a lack of historic records and music 

examples. In Yueh-Su (the Book of Music) by a Song theorist, 

Cheng Yang (1094-1098) are found these comments: "During the 

end of Wu-Ho Regime (684-704) in the Tang Dynasty, modulatory 

practice became prevalent....It is noted in some of the dance 

music in the Tang Dynasty that the kuna submode of Jienchi 

modulates to the cheuh submode of Hoontow....Purina the 

regime of Tang Shuan-Zhong (712-756), there was a virtuoso 

flutist named Sun Tsu-Shou and his composition was famous for 

the sophisticated modulation(s) ." 

Similar remarks were also documented in Tona Hei-Yao and 

the poems of Yuan Cheng (779-831). These comments ascertain 

that past musicians did explore modulatory practices as well 

as fixing a more reliable historical time. 

95 
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Observations on the Related Aspects of Modulation 

Polytonal gestures characteristics of the wu-shena scale 

pattern plays an important role in the study of modulation in 

Chinese music. This was discussed by a music theorist, Sen 

kou (1031-1095). 

In his book Monasi Beetan. Sen Kou divided cadence into 

six categories--yen-sa, pun-aa, ji-aa, taer-aa, aun-aa, 

and ti-aa. He did not clarify their differences and 

applications in music practice. It is, however, evident that 

different cadences stand for different sub-finales (tonics), 

and this agrees with the author's study that these cadences 

are related to the polytonal gesture in Chinese music. 

Two Experiments on the Perception of Finalis 

Chinese and Western theorists have conducted several 

experiments on the perception of the finalis. Their results 

help to explain the polytonal gestures in the Chinese Tonal 

System. 

The following reports are quoted as comparative and 

statistical materials by Chang Cheng-Tow in his research, 

Scire Piscowrses &£ Caflence in Traditional Chinese Music. 

Musicoloav in Cfrj.tt?t (1989) . 

Messie Ray's experiment dealt with the aural recognition 

of tonic in pieces of music (Example XIX). Ninety-six people 
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participated in this experiment. Their ages ranged from 

seven to fourteen and they were organized into groups of 

twelve and all members in each group were the same age1 . 

[ I 'I' 

Example XVIII. Examples for the Experiments of Aural 

Perception. 

The same piece was played four times so that the piece 

ended on A, G, C and B respectively. The participants were 

asked to choose a finalis that they thought was most 

satisfactory. The results of the experiment is listed below. 

TABLE VI. AURAL PERCEPTION ON FINALIS. 

age of examinee 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
first result 83 90 88 94 88 79 90 96 
second result 0 11 50 67 64 89 86 \ 96 

The percentage of participants that choge either G, A or 

B as the finalis is recorded in the first result and the 

percentage for those that chose only G as the finalis is 

recorded in the second result. 

^The statistical method of this experiment is discussed 
in Chiag's essay. 
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Careful study of the second result will reveal that the 

perception of G as the most satisfactory finalis becomes more 

and more obvious in older age groups. This indicates that 

the perception of finalis in music is a result of discipline 

rather than innate ability. 

Another experiment was conducted by Dong Wei-Song. 

Dong, a Chinese musicologist, asked nine students to dictate 

a piece of traditional Chinese music, Luanvueh Piaw of Lian 

Chiuo Yian^. This group was composed of music students who 

studied Western music and traditional Chinese music. The 

results of this research is documented in Example XIX. 

Example XIX. Pi aw. 

/ J 4 A 

The result of the experiment is shown as Figure 19 on 

the next page) 

^Lian Chiuo Yian is a local Chinese opera genre. 
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F (do) F(sol)/Bb(do) F(re)/Eb(do) F(la)/Ab(do) 

Figure 19. The Result of the Experiment of Aural Perception 

(Conducted by Dong, Wei-Song). 

This piece presents the regional modal characteristic of 

the genre. The correct notation is shown in Example XX and 

only the students who study traditional Chinese music dictate 

and notate accurately the music as it is in Example XX. 

Again, this indicates the perception of finalis is not innate 

but is learned. 

With these two reports, the author ventures to say that 

aural perception and music understanding are the result of 

educational or cultural exposures. Having been exposed to 

Western and Chinese music, the author has noticed a few 

fundamental differences between Western and Chinese music. 

Because musicians in both the East and West are used to the 

major-minor system, it is understandable that the different 

temperaments, scales and articulations ... used in tradition 

Chinese music are often overlooked or misinterpreted. 
* IS* 't * 

Interested readers who understand this background and who 

have been exposed to the mainstream of Chinese folk song will 

not have any difficulty noting the polymodality and the 

polytonal gestures in Chinese music. They are the product of 

a long-term development of Chinese musical practice. The 
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theory of the kuna modal field and polytonal/polymodal 

gestures in Chinese music could be a theoretical summary 

instead of just being theoretical speculation. 

Two Examples of the Kuna Modal Field 

In musical practice, there are frequently more than one 

modality (submode) in the same piece. An example that 

illustrates this gesture is taken from this chin song. 

3 CJ* e P f H I 

jjjjiHJ j i j - p p p 

Example XX. Spring. 

4i 
In this piece, two submodes, the kuna submode and the 

chi submode coexist in the F kuna modal field. A detailed 

analysis is presented in the analysis of Example XX2£II in the 

next chapter. 
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Although there are no non-diatonic tones in this piece, 

the functional gesture of each submode and the cadence shows 

that the modality on kung submode (ram. 1-12) and chi submode 

(mm. 13-26) are clearly divided. Both tonics (or tonic 

series), F of the kung submode and C of the chi submode, are 

confirmed by their own suppoting tones (series). 

Another example of the kung modal field is taken from an 

popular instrumental music of the Geelin province. 

supporting tone tome 

17 

m H i"r"7~i' 

supporting tone 

iP'-l y i J i j j ] i j _ j R i J i p 

supporting tone 
« 1 5 _rff1 a t . aa » st » 

' T r f 1 ! ' n i 1 | 1 | J | I | | H | J H'N r I-Tj 

supporting tone tonic 

Example XXI. Wu Diaw Tsou Yuan. 

With the note at the end of every period as a transition 

(or pivot tone), the tonic shifts from period to period. The 
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starting tonic is the sol (A) submode. A tonal sequence 

leads the tonic to shift from sol (A) to la (B), da (D), xfi. 

(E), and mi (F#) respectively. Each tonic is confirmed by 

its own supporting tone as shown in analysis of the example. 

Yet, no matter to which tonality the tonic has been shifted, 

the tonality of the finalis D kung remains the same 

throughout the whole piece. 

Modulatory Principles in Chinese Music 

Regarding modulatory principles, the most substantial 

and earliest information is found in Lee-Yun Plen of the Lee-

jli Record Ol Etiquette) and Yueh-Su Yao-T.n • in summary, 

they are stated as follows: "Twelve JLii can in turn act as 

tonic in either the wu-sheng scale pattern or other modal 

patterns in Chinese music." This statement refers not only 

to the literal transposition of a piece but also to the tonal 

shift from one tonality to another. 

Another statement recorded in the Chl-yneh by Tsai Yuan-

Din deals more directly with the modulatory principle. A 

summary of this statement is as follows: (i) changing the 

tonal status of the fourth scale degree, ching chenh (la), of 

the original tonality/modality to the new tonality/modality 

as kung (dc), as shown in Figure 20 (1); (ii) changing the 

tonal status of the seventh scale degree, pien knng (tA), of 

the original tonality/modality to the new tonality/modality 

as cheuh (mi), as shown in Figure 20 (2). Taking knng as C 
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of the original tonality/modality, these statements can be 

summarized as in the figure below. 

new tonality/modality 

, e mi <l» fi) 1 0 1 

fourth sculi- degree anginal tonality/modality 

new tonaiHy/modality 

(b ® •»' 

i fa « « 

do re (b n) •»! »• 
seventh scale degree 

original tonality/modality 

Figure 20. Two Modulatory Principles. 

Regarding the above figure, the single oblique solid 

line below refers to the original tonality/modality while the 

double oblique solid line above the same Figure refers to a 

new tonaliy/modality. The vertical solid lines in both 

"keys" refer to five c.hgnp-sheng (diatonic scale degrees) 

while the dotted lines in both keys*1 refer to *fotlr plen—shftng 

(altered tones). Those tones which have two vertical lines 

on both keys are common tones between both the original and 

the new tonality/modality. 
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Figure 22 shows that the modulatory principle in Chinese 

music is the changing of the tonal status from pien-sheng 

(altered tone) of the original tonality/modality to that of 

the cheng-sheng (diatonic tone) in the new tonality/modality. 

Traditional terminology for the modulatory principle in (1) 

of Figure 22 is called ching-cheuh wei kung while that in 

(2) is called pisn-kung w»l cheuh. Literally, "wei" means 

"changing to" in this context. 

The relationship between the original and the new 

tonality in both principles is a perfect fifth. In Western 

terminology, they are in a "close" key relationship. This 

"close" key relationship is popular in the modulatory 

practice of Chinese music. 

Examples of modulation in other key relationships can 

also be found in Chinese music. In these key relationships, 

non-diatonic tones need to be introduced into the new wkey." 

In summary, taking C as kung of the original tonality, they 

can be illustrated as following Figure. 

Dkung do re sol 

zfc= U J 
i r 

C kung C-D (modulate to up major third) 

Figure 21. Modulation Other Than By a Perfect Fifth. 
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do rc mi 

do rc 
<ol 1* r e m 

C-Bb (modulate to down major second) 

mi sol 

do r c mi * 

C-Eb (modulate to up minor third) 

do ft P i 

col I* 

C- A (mMlulaCe to dowa minor third) 

C-E (modulate to up major third) 

an! la do 
do rc mi 

C-Ab (modulate to down inyor third) 

Figure 21 (continued). 

Modulation to closely related keys involves no 

introduction of a non-diatonic tone in the two wu-sheng scale 

patterns. As discussed earlier in Example II, this gesture 

of a given melody is often mistaken for a hexatonic or 
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heptatonic scale. The mutually exclusive melodic gesture of 

jli-dc and mi-ia within the same phrase helps clarify the 

above ambiguous concept. 

Traditional Classification of Modulatory Patterns 

The modulatory patterns are summarized by Chinese 

theorists into two major categories, namely tong kung tsuan 

dim.w and yi kung taumn diaw. Ton? kung tsuan diaw 

literally means remaining in the same tonality of knng but 

changing modality. As shown in Example XX, the starting 

modality is F kung da submode and the ending tonality is F 

kung SQl submode. It is actually the same as the coexisting 

modalities within the same kung modal field. This pattern is 

better regarded as coexisting modalities in the same knng 

modal field rather than as a modulation. 

XI kung ££uail diaw literally means the changing of 

tonality of kung. it can be divided into two categories: 

(1) the changing of both the tonality of knng and the 

modality, (2) the changing of tonality of kung only. 

Comparison Of Modulation between fhp Wu-Sh^ng and 

Ma-ior-minor 

Theoretically, modulation in Chinese music in "close 

key" relationship of the first type of yi-kung hanan diaw 

provides more possibilities. For instance, in the major-

minor system, C major (tonic on C) can modulate to G major or 

e minor. In Chinese music, C kung can modulate to G knng do 
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submode, G kung re submode, G kung mi submode, G kung sol 

submode, and G kung la submode. The modulation of the second 

type, say, from C kung xfi. submode to F kung ££, submode, does 

not exist in the modulation of music in common-practice 

period. 

The modulatory process in both systems shares two same 

procedures: 1) securing a pivot tone or pivot chord for the 

transition and 2) establishing the new tonality/modality. As 

mentioned earlier, Chinese music is based on the melodic 

gesture within the sheng-yun series instead of the 

progression of the tertian chord. The transition is mainly 

based on the "pivot tone" rather than the pivot "chord." The 

indication of this pivot tone (often a diatonic tone) in 

Chinese music is frequently implied in the mutual 

exclusiveness in the melodic gesture, especially when they 

are in a "close key" relationship. 

The melodic gesture of the mutual exclusiveness, as 

noted earlier, appears between and Li-da within the 

same phrase. In the major-minor system, the transitional 

status is often clearly indicated by the introduction of a 

non-diatonic leading tone—for instance, the introduction of 

f# in the modulation from C major to G major. 

Regarding the establishment of a new tonality/modality, 

a cadential pattern (subdominant harmony to dominant harmony 

to tonic harmony) is needed in the major-minor system. In 

Chinese music, the establishment of the new tonality/modality 
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is recognized by the identification of the major third and 

diatonic gesture of the cheng sheny (diatonic tone) of the 

new "key." 



CHAPTER V 

MODAL ANALYSIS OF TRADITIONAL CHINESE MUSIC 

Selected examples of five submodes and polymodal are 

analyzed in this chapter. The analysis will focus on the 

basic structure (sheng-yun series) and "functional" practice 

in Chinese folk songs. 

Knng (da) Submode 

The examples of the kung submodal patterns can be found 

mostly in the Tsu-kung subsystem of the Jing-tsu system, as 

in Example XI. Another example, a Hubei folk song, is taken 

from the Tsu-kung subsystem again for the following analysis. 

The form is a through-composed piece (see Example XXII). 

The observation on the sheng-yun series sows that there are 

two parts, mm. 1-4, and mm. 5-12 in this song. The first 

part is based on a wide sheng-yun series, re-do-sol, while 

the second part revolves around the tonic series, sol-mi-dft. 

As shown in the analysis (2) of Example XXII, the sheng-

yun structure contains only the supporting and tonic series. 

The functional gesture is based on the connection of 

supporting tone (soil of re-do-gol series and the tonic (do.) 

of sol-mi-do series. 

109 
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nun 5-8 mm 3-4 

mm 9-10 

Example XXII. Shi Sho. 

The difference between the kung submode of wu-sheng 

scale pattern and the major mode in the major-minor system 

should be pointed out here. The ^dominant" function are 

evidened in this piece (re-do-sol of wu-sheng v.s. re-ti-sol 

of major-minor system). 

Besides the tonal status of tonic and supporting tone 

(series), functionally, the asending and descending gesture 
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also contributes to the "tension" of sheng-yun series. For 

example, the ascending gesture of tonic series in mm. 9-10 

creats a harmonic tension before the final pause of the 

descending pattern of tonic series in last two measures. 

Another example of the kung submode is a folk song of 

the Shingjiang Province. 

if1 *||!jr3 j u 11 
phrase 1 

mm 3-4 

Example XXIII. Shingjiang Is a Good Place. 
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This is a dance music in duet from the Weiwuer tribal 

group. A single period with two phrases is contained in this 

song. 

The root F (da) is implied in m. 1. The whole piece 

consists mainly of tonic series, sol-mi-40. Unlike Example 

XXII, the functional relationship of the sheng-yun series in 

this is more contrapuntal. There is even no supporting 

series in this song. Yet, melodically, the motion from 

supporting tone C (sol) to tonic F (do) contributes to the 

clarity of the tonality/modality of the kung submode. 

Shang (re) Submorte 

The following example is a famous folk song of the Ann-

Hue i province (see Example XXIV in next page). This song 

consists of two periods. Each period contains two phrases. 

There is no supporting series in period I. The only 

supporting series are in phrase 3. 

The connection of roots among the sheng-yun series in 

both period I and II are contrapuntal. The la-sol-aj series 

in m. 11 acting as a passing series between re-do-la-aol and 

the tonic series, la-sol-mi-^ft while in m. 15 acts as 

neighboring function. 
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1 1 r f n I 
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14* j. j'f r if n.i ir r> L~r ^ in- r ^ 

- period I -
- phrase 1- • phnte2 -

nan 7-8 
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| j71 J7 j>=j 

V ~ ' O 1 " -

Fj'jl J 7 * H 

J, J; 

i ^ j i h 
4 * 
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(1) 
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1 $ f f l ^ X J i ^ T j / J~1 n " P m ~ i ^ J 
$ 
1 1 j ».j .Ji Vk J)—_—j_— 

JT T • * 

1 J> J>, J • ' * . 1 J - 1 

(2) 

* (3) 

passing series neighboring series 

Example XXIV. Fong Yang Hua Ku. 
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Another example of the re (shangi submode is a folk song 

of Shanshi province. 

phrase 1 
woken fomT w mr»̂ A mm 7-8 

i 
funetkmtl conjugation 

Example XXV. Embroidering a HerR-Bau. 

Only two phrases are in this piece. This way of using 

melodic material presents part of the laconic characteristic 

of Chinese folk song literature. Different text is presented 

for each repetition of the melody. 

There is only the primary series in this piece. The 

connection of the roots among these series is a functional 

conjugation between the supporting "series, do-la-ael. and the 

tonic series, la-sol-mi-re. 

The melodic skip, la-££-sol, in m. 5 is a "broken form" 

of the wide sheng-jflui series la-sol-rp. This melodic skip is 
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one of the distinctive melodic features of the folk songs of 

the northern regions of China. 

Cheuh (mi) Suhmorie 

Among these submodes of "monomodality,,,:1 the mi (chenh) 

submode is the most peculiar one. Not many examples of this 

submode can be found in Chinese music. Probably the lack of 

a supporting tone with the intervallic relationship of a P5 

to the tonic makes it so unique in the wu-sheny scale 

pattern. The following example is taken from a folk song of 

the Jiangshu province. 

I J I N r - I IP r p ILT - N I^J. IIS c j 

W r u i-T"3 • § 
mm 5-6 

mm IJ-12 mm 7-8 mm 9-10 

(2) J I I • J = 3 
* (3) 

4 ^ 
Example XXVI. The Sacrifice of a Seed. 

^Monomodality refers to only one modality (submode) 
being used in the piece. 
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This piece is taken from S.H. Chiang's book.1 Because 

of the lack of text, the form is realized through the tonal 

features of this song. There is one period containing two 

phrases and a four-measure coda in this piece. 

This song consists mostly of the tonic series. The 

confirmation of the tonality/modality is mainly through the 

motion between the supporting tone, JLa (A) or da (C), and the 

tonic mi (E). The supporting series, (££)-dQ-la in mm. 5-6 

also help to clarify the tonality/modality. Sometimes one 

tone within the series is missing, but the melodic gesture 

indicates the missing tone by implication. For example, the 

implied la (A) in mm. 1-2 and sol (G) in mm.9-10 are 

confirmed by the appearence of la and sol in the melody after 

them. 

An important feature of the melodic gesture of the wn-

sheng modal pattern is that the notes always move to and fro 

within the same sheng-yun series. This feature becomes an 

important characteristic in the style identification of those 

melodies based on the anhemitonic pentatonic scale among 

different cultures. In rare situations, like this piece the 

lack of some of the notes in the series is an important 

feature of this song. 

Chi (sol) Snhmorift 

1S. H. Chiang, "Wu-sheng Diaw-su gi her-sheng an-fa" 
p.17. 
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The Chi (sol) submode is one of the most popular 

submodes in Chinese music. An example is taken from a folk 

song of the Shan-shi province to illustrate some 

characteristics of this submode. (see Example XXVII) 

There are two periods and three phrases in this song. 

Two different gestures of the tonic series—the narrow sheng-

yun series, do-la-sol (mm. 1-2) and the wide sheng-yun 

series, re-do-sol (mm. 12-13 and 20-21)—are presented in 

this song. The melodic motion among dQ, Xfi., and sol forms 

two different types of sheng-yun series. The first type is a 

melodic skip of the do-sol-re pattern. and xa are 

revolving on the tonic sol in forming the tonal focus. The 

other type is the ascending or descending patterns of re-do-

sol series. 

Both supporting series and tonic series are found in 

this song. The supporting series at the end of phrase 1 (mm. 

4-5 and 8-9) forms a "half cadence" Jnd create an expectation 

for the coming of the tonic series. The connection of the 

roots shows that they are in a functional gesture. 
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period! 
phrase 1 

mm 1-2 

iting series 

---•prokmgatioa 
mm 8-9 mm 12-13 

period II 

16-17 

Example XXVII. Going To Jing-Chao. 
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Another example of the sol submode is taken from a folk 

song of the Hubei province (Example XXVIII). There are two 

periods and four phrases in this song. The phrases within 

these two periods are in a parallel structure. Period II 

(mm. 17-33) is simply a modification of period I (mm. 1-16). 

The sheng-yun series in this song is mainly a 

"prolongation" of the tonic series. No supporting series is 

found. The secondary supporting series, (nun. 25-

31), serves instead of the supporting series as a 

confirmative function for the tonic series in this piece. 

E U C j 

U 1 1 if f lJ O I L M 

1$ 

17 1* 

dtj 
l ^ l J p-r'"| J pJJ I C j C j l^' I L j [ j 1 iJ'inr'P I 

£ 
u u u u 

Example XXVIII. An Inappropriate Match. 
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. period I -

mm 1-2 
— phrase 1 — 

mm 3-4 mm 5-6 mm 7-8 

|'i J in J Jft.i 

L i, fp |71== 

1 J,,' 

r n • . . . r n . r r ~ i 
Jg! 

*1 1. - h 

, 0 

t • i K i 

„,f. J , 

J> , I 

(1) 

(2)t 

(3) 

(1) $ 
mill 9-10 

•pimse2 

<• j t>. J 
mni|ll-12 i mm 13-14 i 

J — i U - j J U - I h J> 
nun 15-16 

«, m = s i n n m 

117-18 119-20 
• phnae3 • 

-period II 

mm21-22 123-24 

h m m (2) 

• phrase 4 

rn r n 

Mb—<•/ ' 

r n • JTJ JT] o i n 

L : L 
i ,J> 

(1) 

(2)t 

(3) 

secondary supporting series 

Example XXVIII. An Inappropriate Match (continued). 
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Yn (la) Submode 

The la submode, like the sol submode, is another popular 

modal pattern among the five submodal patterns. The 

following example taken from a folk song of the Winnan 

province, is one of the most famous song among Chinese 

people. 

Example XXIX. The Creek 
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period I • 
phrase 1 phrase 2 mm 3-5 

period II 
phrase 3 

functional connection 

Example XXIX (continued) . 

There are two periods and four phrases in this song. 

The cadences of the four phrases all fall on la (C) but with 

different shenq-gmi gestures. Phrase 1 (nflm. 1-5) and phrase 

3 (mm. 10-17), are in a Xft-dQ-iA pattern, a narrow sheng-yun 

type, while phrase 2 (mm. 6-9) and phrase 4 (mm. 18—21) are 

descending scale pattern of the JLa submode, a conjunction of 

la-sol-al and the mi-re-la series. 

Two types of sheng-yun series, the supporting series and 

secondary supporting series have been used in this song. A 

prolongation of the cadence happens in mm. 12-17. The 

connection between the sheng-yun series is functional. 
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Another example of the .la submode is also taken from a 

folk song of the Winnan province. There are three periods in 

this song. The melodic gesture shows that the second and the 

third period are simply a modification of the first period. 

The only contrast material is seen in phrase c (mm. 25-29). 

The form again reflects the succinct use of melodic material 

in Chinese folk song. 

14 18 

m m m 

4 V cijiJi i* u ^ 
0k . 

i^f SB ^ sp 

Example XXX. Tea-Leaves-Plucking Lasses. 
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phrase a 
mm 1-3 i mm 4-6 

"period I 

IP 

m 7 
phrase b 

mm 8-10 m 10 

(1) 

(2) mm 
* t£E s&le pattern 

m 
-period II 

phrase a 

I 

period 111 
phrase c 

mm 21-22 mm 23-24 

mm 34-35 mm 31*32 

Example XXX (continued) 

Two cadential series are used in,this song. The 

supporting series, la-sol-fnj (A-G-E) in m. 29 serves as a 

contrast and creates a expectation for the final tonic 

series, ££.-dQ-la. The secondary sheng-yun series, do-la-aol 

and SQl-mi-da are also used in this song. These two series 
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form a descending scale pattern of the da submode. These 

scale patterns serve as the transition between to tonics. 

A close examination on the melodic gesture in mm. 4-6 

and mm. 16-18, suggests that la is the root of the re-do-la 

series. La-sol-mi is acting as a "subseries"1 for a 

decoration of JLa. A sixteenth triplet here refers to the 

subordinate gesture to the eighth triplet series. The 

connection of the sheng-yun series is more functional, as 

shown in m. 29 to mm. 34-35. 

Above analysis focuses on those examples of 

monomodality. A statistical examination of the following two 

aspects—(1) the frequencies of primary and secondary series 

and (2) the connection of the roots—are listed below to show 

the tonal relationships among the shei^g-yun series within the 

same piece. 

TABLE VII. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF TONAL RELATIONSHIP OF 

SHENG-YUN SERIES (continued to next page). 

Example 
Number 

Frequency of Primary 
Series 

Frequency 
of 

Secondary 
Series 

Connection 
of Roots 

Example 
Number Tonic 

Series 
Supporting 

Series 

Frequency 
of 

Secondary 
Series 

Connection 
of Roots 

XXII 3 2 0 supporting 
XXIII 4 0 2 non-supporting 
XXIV 6 2 6 non-supporting 
XXV 4 2 0 supporting 
XXVI 4 2 1 supporting 
XXVII 8 4 0 supporting 

series 
-^-Subseries has the same meaning as the subsheng-yun 
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XXVIII 13 5 0 non-supportina 
XXIX 9 2 0 supporting 
XXX 10 3 8 both 

This table shows that the primary series appears more 

often than the secondary series within the same piece. The 

contribution of the primary series to the confirmation of the 

modality is obvious from this statistical observation. The 

function of the secondary series serves mainly as a 

decorating function of the tonic series. The relationship of 

the roots shows that a supporting relationship is the 

preferred "melodic motion" of Chinese folk songs. 

Polvmodalitv in Chinese Musin: 

A comprehensive examination on the examples of the 

aforementioned four sources shows that these songs do not 

always keep the same modality within the same song. 

Sometimes, more than one modality will appear in the same 

piece. This reflects the idea of the kung modal field 

theory. 

A historical account should be cited here to show that 

how Chinese music originated the concept of 

tonality/modality. The first musician to employ tasB-diaw 

bi-tsyu was a theorist of the Southern Song dynasty(960-

1279), Tsai Yuan-Din (1135-1198) . Tsee-dlaw bl-i-syn literally 

means the beginning tone and the ending tone of a piece. 

Tsai advocated in his book, Yueh-Lu Shlnp-Sng. that the 
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modality at the end of the piece should be consistent with 

the beginning modality. It is a concept similar to 

tonality/modality in the Western common-practice period. 

However, his assertion was not accepted by either his 

contemporary theorists or those of later generations. In 

musical practice, polymodalities1 within the same piece are 

found in both folk song and other genres. 

Comparing examples of monomodality with that of 

polymodality, two major differences appear: (1) In most 

situations, the monomodal piece contains only the tonic 

series of the submode, such as these cadences in XXIII (do 

submode), XXIV (xa submode), XXVI (ml submode), XXVIII (sol 

submode), XXIX (.la submode), and XXX (la submode). (2) The 

cadential series (other than the tonic series) always appears 

at the end of a phrase instead of a period in monomodal 

piece. The cadential series of a monomodal piece serves 

frequently as the supporting series for the tonic series at 

the end of a period, such as the cadential series of re in 

the phrase 1 of the period I in Example XXVII (sol submode). 

It acts as the supporting series for the tonic series of sol. 

1The term "polytonal," in Cho's dissertation (p. 87) 
refers to more than one diatonic tone being able to act as a 
tonic, though temporarily, in the do-re-sol-la tetratonal 
pattern. The term "polymodality," proposed by the author, 
here refers to the fact that more than one modality existing 
within the same piece. The modality is identified here by 
the period rather than by the phrase within the same piece. 
Some of the cadences at the end of a phrase are regarded as a 
supporting relationship for the tonic at the end of the 
periods. 
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A folk song of the Gansu province is selected here to 

serve as an example of polymodality. 

0 1 L — J 1 J " ' " ] 1 J*J J'lPf E 1 ^ rj 

11 12 1* 14 H 17 11 

i^rfi-HJ irjflifjflBiJflfljiJ 

1-2 in . 3 

P 

. 11-12 

jf J ~ ^ . K | i j ^ . X , :J I 1 r^r; J, n I, 

v — 
' ? — 

O 

^ 1 

I ' ' J J J 

. 16-18 

Example XXXI. A Disturbed Hind in the Study. 
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There are two periods in this song. Period I (mm. 1-12) 

is in ££. (D) submode while period II (mm. 13-18) is in sol 

(G) submode. Although each of the periods in this example 

consist of only one phrase, the stability of the tonic in the 

melody is due to its duration and the octave emphasis of is. 

(D)f as seen in m. 10 to ra. 12 in the first period. Ea in 

m.14 serves as a lower neighboring tone to the adjacent 

series, re-la-sol. 

Another example is taken from a chin (a seven-string 

zither) song. 

f Jim 

Example XXXII. Spring. 
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phrase • 

mm 4-6 

phrase a' phrase b' 
m 9 mm 10-12 prolongation m 13 
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m 
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(i) 
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Example XXXII (continued) 
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The chin song is a self-accompanied singing genre. Both 

singing and accompaniment possess equal importance. A 

historical investigation1 indicates that the relationship 

between the chin song and folk song are very close. Often, 

the text and melodic materials of the chin song are taken 

directly from the folk song. This piece, Spring, is one part 

of the song cycle, Hwa-yu. Structurally, the piece consists 

of two contrasting periods. Both periods contain two similar 

phrases. Phrase a and phrase a' of the period I end on the 

dQ (F) submode while phrase b and phrase b* of the second 

period end on the sol (C) submode. 

The sheng-yun series is represented in both periods in a way 

that is self-contained modally. The cadential prolongation 

at the end of both periods obviously claim the unambiguous of 

toanlity/modality. Thus, to interpret this piece as having 

two independent modalities seems more proper than to regard 

it as a monomodality modulating from kung submode to chi 

submode. 

*A survey of the development of the chin song has been 
done by Wong Dee, a Chinese musician. In his survey, the 
origin of the chin song is derived from two sources. One of 
them is assimulated directly from the folk song while the 
other is composed by the performer of the chin. It is worth 
mentioning here that most of the ancient scholars are chin 
performer themselves. 



CHAPTER VI 

MODULATORY ANALYSIS OF TRADITIONAL CHINESE MUSIC 

The examples for modal analysis in previous chapter are 

mainly from folk songs. Some instrumental music is 

incorporated in this chapter for modulatory analysis. Two 

voice polyphonic folk songs presenting other aspects of the 

modulatory process are included as well in the following 

analysis. 

There are three procedures involved in the modulatory 

analysis of Chinese music: 1) the observation of mutual 

exclusiveness within the melody, 2) the identification of the 

featured major third in the new tonality/modality, and 3) the 

observation of the melodic gesture of diatonic scale degrees 

in the new tonality/modality. 

Duration, rhythm, and meter are important criteria for 

the observation on the diatonic melodic gesture in new 

tonality/modality. One of above-mentioned procedures cannot 

alone be the criterion for the analysis. The analysis is 

only completed by the overall appraisal of each of these 

procedures. 

Modulatory Analysis of Mononhonlc Vnnal 

A folk song, Shepherd Su Wu, is used here to illustrate 

the modulatory analysis of monophonic vocal music. 

132 
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Bb kung sol (F) submode 

F kung do (F) submode 

15 16 
pivot tone 

•4 

Bb kung sot (F) sabmode * pivot tone 

Example XXXIII. Shepard Su Wu. 

The tonality/modality in mm. 1-13, is in Bb kung sol (F) 

submode. The mutual exclusiveness between A and bB from the 

second upbeat of m. 13 to m. 19 indicates that the 

tonality/modality have been shifted. The featured major 

third (F-A) found in ram. 14-15 and 18-19 shows that the 

tonality shifted to F kung. A further analysis on the tonic 

(F) and supporing tone (C) in the new tonality are both in 

metrically and rhythmically important positions. A check on 

the diatonic melodic gesture in mm. 13-19 makes the new 

tonality on F kung clear. With the same procedure, the 

mutually exclusiveness of A and Bb in mm. 20-23 and the 

identification of featured minor sixth (D-Bb) indicates that 

the tonality/modality shifts back to bB kung sol (F) submode 

again. 
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The modulation of this song appears to be shifting from 

Bb kung sol (F) submode to the F kung da (F) submode then 

back to Bb kung sol (F) submode. The tonalities/modalities 

of this piece are in a "close key relationship." From the 

point of view of Western heptatonic scale, there is no 

diatonic tone being introduced in this modulatory process. 

It belongs to the yi kung tsuan diaw by changing both 

tonality and modality. The following diagram illustrates the 

relative solmization of the original and new 

tonality/modality. 

do re mi sol la do 

Bb Kung 

do re mi sol la do 

Figure 22. "Key Relationship" of Example XXXIII. 

The following example is the modulation within the 

* ancient type of heptatonic scale pattern. It is part of a 

Beijing opera, da-£a xu-flia. Some of the transitions in the 

original piece are omitted. The measure numbers below are 

for reference only. 
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— I* kung 

M 3 

* pivot tare 

* pivot tone 

Example XXXIV. Da-Sa Yu-Gia. 
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The original tonality is in E kung. The mutual 

exclusiveness of E and D# in mm. 20-24 indicates that the 

tonality/modality has shifted. The featured major third (B 

to D#) of the new tonality in mm. 20-24 shows that the 

modality shifts to B kung. The note E# in m. 24 solmized as 

£1 is the pien-sheng of the new tonality in B kung. it 

indicates that the modulation is between two of the ancient 

types of heptatonic scale patterns. The modulation of this 

piece belongs to a "close key" relationship. A diagram of 

the two tonalities is shown below for reference. 

„. do re mi »! !» 2? 
B kung 

m Uf J 
do re 

E Kung 0 0 

Figure 23. "Key Relationship" of Example XXXIV. 

The modulation in the above two pieces appears among the 

phrases. Some of the modulations appear within part of the 

phrase and can be comparable to "tonization" in the major-

minor system. The following example is part of the 

transition of Schou Si1 . 

1 Schou si is a local opera in the Anghuei province. 
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Abkung 

4 ^ W IjJ jj \jj U l O 1 ^ \J l ^ j 

la r-J m m m m 
- Db and C are mutually exclusive 

M3 „ 

¥ la n n i w m & 
M 3 

£ 

tV f r"r"> i J l [ r i^3 IJJIiJ 11 ,i ^ iJ ijg=ggii 

27 28 29 30 _ 31 32 33 

i f » ' n R ' C J r ' C J F iJ^ J J I J J J icj* r ' C J R 

14 ̂  i ^ J i i 
40 

nij n 
Example XXXV. Excerpt of Schou Si. 

I 
The original tonality is on Ab Icung. The mutual 

exclusiveness of Db and C are found in mm. 15-20. This 

suggests the tonality has been shifted. An examination of 

the major third (Db to F) and its metric and rhythmic 

position in mm. 15-16, m. 19 and m. 20 indicates that the 

tonality has shifted to Db kung. This tonal shift is within 

part of the phrase and soon returns to the original tonality. 

It is considered to be a tonicization rather than a 

modulation. The diagram of the relation between the original 

and the new temporary tonality is also shown below. The 
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oblique line (one instead of two) refers to a tonicization 

rather than a modulation. 

do re mi sol la do 

Ab Kungl 

do re mi sol la do 

Figure 24. Tonicization. 

The following example is a folk song of the Herbei 

province (see Example XXXVI). 

There are two periods in this song. The starting 

tonalty is F knng. The mutual exclusiveness of E and F is 

found from m. 5 to m. 19. The featured major third (G to B) 

appears in m. 14 and the minor sixth appears in m. 16 and mm. 

18-19 indicates that the tonality has been shifted to G kung. 

The tonic, sol (D), and the supporting tone, xe. (A), in the 

new tonality, are both in metrically and rhythmically 

important position. 
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Ab kung 

B kung (B and A 1 are mutually exclusive) 
10 11 

rrr Icfrt 

3 4 * M 3 3 5 * M 3 

CCf IC£fC 

I 

Example XXXVI. A Folk Song of Herbei Province 
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The key relationship in this song is more "remote" 

than the above examples. The introduction of non-diatonic 

tones is necessary, such as the use of B from m. 6 to the end 

of the piece. The original and new tonalities are listed in 

the following diagram. 

do re mi sol la 

Ab Rung 
do re sol la do 

Figure 25. "key relationship" of Example XXXVI. 

Another example of modulation to a "remote" key is found 

in a folk song of the Sandong province. 

1 Ckwig 
-period I 

9 Ebbing 

Example XXXVII. Wong Howtzi. 
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There are two periods in this song. The original 

tonality is in C kung. With the introduction of the non-

diatonic tones Bb and Eb, the tonality shifts directly to Eb 

knng from mm. 9-21. Both the tonality of the tonic of two 

periods are falling on C. 

Figure 26. "Key Relationship" of Example XXXVII. 

The following example is taken from Fugan Nontsu. (see 

Example VII) 

Historically, this interval is called kumn mmng. The 

Fugan Montsu is divided into two categories according to how 

many times kuan mang is used. There are four types of kuan 

many—do-mif re-fir sol-tif and la-di. The first category 

* uses all four types of kuan mang in music while the second 

category uses three of themr da-mi/ re-fi. and sol-ti. This 

piece belongs to the first category. A historical survey 

proves that the major third (kuan mang) is closely related to 

the major third in the Ell Tseng prihcfple (see' Chapter III), 
% 

recorded in the inscriptions on sets of bronze bells. 

In this piece, the tonality starts on D kung. Through 

what seem to be a harmonic sequence in m. 2, it tonalizes 

temporarily A kung in m. 2, then returns to D kung in m. 3. 
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On the fourth beat of m. 3, it goes to G kung and then 

through the harmonic sequence on A kung then back to G kung. 

The tonic of this genre often ends on ££. (E) . At this point, 

the tonaltiy is shifted from D kung (mm. 1-3) to G kung (the 

fourth beat of m. 3 to the second beat of measure 5). In the 

last two beats of measure 5, the tonality shifts back to D 

kung and remains on D kung until m. 9. A temporary shift to 

C kung. soon shifts back to D kung and ends on sol (A). The 

note C# is an upper neighbouring tone rather than a 

structural tone of the major third of kuan mang between A and 

C#. 

A summary of the key relationships in this piece shows 

that it starts on D kung and goes through G kung returning to 

D kung. The tonality of both the original and the new kung 

is listed below. 

so] l» 6 0 

Figure 27. "Key Relationship" of Fngan Nontsu. 

Modulatory Analysis of PolvphvSn-i c vor&l'music 

The principles governing the modulation in polyphonic 

vocal music are basically the same as that in monophonic 

vocal music. The identification of the major third in the 
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new tonality (including the vertical relationship of the two 

voices). 

The form of polyphonic vocal music is often ambiguous. 

Part of the reason if that the formation of polyphony in 
"T r 

Chinese vocal music is mostly by accident. The second voice 

is frequently a free imitation of the first voice. 

Sometimes/ they are in a homophonic style. The second voice 

is simply hanging around the tonic of the piece. This f 

situation makes it hard to clarify the difference between 

modulation and tonization. 

The following example is taken from a folk song of the 

Hunan province. 
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Example XXXVIII. Hunan Folk Song. 
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The original tonality is on Gb kung. The mutual 

exclusiveness between bG and F appears in nun. 17-24. The 

identification of the major third (Db to F) in the second 

voice in m. 20 helps to identify the tonality shift to Db 

knng . The piece is through-composed following the text. 

The tonalities/modalities in this piece are in a close key 

relationship. The relative tonality is seen in the following 

diagram. 

Dbkung 
la do 

Figure 28. "Key Relationship" of Example XXXVIII. 

The following example is taken from a folk song of the 

Gungshi province. 

This is though-composed piece with a nine-measure 

introduction. The mutual exclusiveness of B and A# apears 

from m. 10 to the end of the piece. The major third (B to 

D#) appearing between the two voices inm. 16, 17, 21, 22, 

34, 35, 36 and mm. 41-42 indicates the tonality has been 

shifted to B kung. Though the tonality/modality shifted from 

bA kung to B kungf the enharmonic spelling of Ab as G# in the 

beginning of m. 9 makes the transition theoretically more 

pleasing. 
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Example XXXIX. Sunset Is Coming. 
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The key relationship between the original and the new 

tonality/modality is "remote." With enharmonic spellings, 

there are only two common tones between these two keys. The 

tonality of the two kung is listed below. 

do re mi sol la 

Ab Kung 
do re mi sol la do 

Figure 29. "key Relationship" of Example XXXIX. 

The modulation in the following example is through the 

transition of microtone. It is a folk song of the Han race. 

ft Yu mode 

a Yu mode 

Example XXXX. A Folk Song of Han Race, 

This is a through-composed piece. The original tonality 

is on A kung. The actual pitch of C# in m. 5 is actually 

between C# and C. It acts as a transition for the pitch 

changing from C# to C. Through this transition, the 

tonality/modality in mm. 6-9 shifts from A kung to C kung. 
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The second voice mainly stays on the tonic (A) of the 

submode. It helps clarifying the tonality/modality. This 

example is similar to modal mixture in the major-minor 

system. The relative tonality is listed below. 

do re mi sol la do 

C Kung 

-Hi* r 

A Kung 

do re mi sol la do 

Figure 30. "key Relatioship" of Example XXXX. 

The following example is taken from the introduction of 

a Gweichou folk song. 

Example XXXXI. Gweichou Folk Song. 

The major third in m. 2 and m. 3, indicates the original 

tonality is identified as D kung. From second beat of 

measure 3, D# and G# is introduced to the rest of the piece. 

Besides these three notes (D#f F#, and G#), no other scale 
A '•*,% * • * * 

degrees appear. The lack of the major third makes the 

identification of the tonality of kung a problem. In the 

Western solmization system, these three notes can be slomized 

as rer far solr or mi, solr la or lar do, re or ££., mi. 

respectively. The practice of using .la-da-xfi. pattern becomes 
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the only clue in identifying the tonality of kung as F#. 

Though the note A# does not appear in the whole section, the 

tonal shift can still be identified from D knng to F# kung. 

The relative tonality of kung is listed below. 

F# KuiiC} 

D Kung 

Figure 31. "Key Relationship" of Example XXXXI. 

Another example in identifying the tonality/modality of 

an idiomatic modal pattern is also found in a folk song of 

the Guweichou province. 

Example XXXXII. Gueichou Folk Song. 

The major third in mm. 1-2 identifies the starting 

tonality in mm. 1-6 as C Kung• With the introduction of 

non-diatonic tone Clf the tonality has shifted. However, 

there are only two tones, B and C# in mm. 7-12. The 

idiomatic pattern in Guweichou folk songs is the la-do-re 
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pattern, so the possible tonality can then be identified as B 

hirifl. The major third between Bb and D and the "pedal tone" 

in mm. 13-14 indicates that the tonality is shifted to Bb 

kuny. E in m. 14 is solmized as fi and indicates the 

influence of ancient type of heptatonic scale. E is acting 

as the upper neighboring tone of D. The preferred la-do-re 

modal pattern indicates the tonality in mm. 16-17 has been 

shifted to D kung and the final tonality in mm. 18-19 falls 

on E kung. 

Modulatory Analysis of Instrumental Music 

The modulatory principle in instrumental music is 

basically the same as that of other genres. The following 

example is taken from the famous erhhu, Chinese fiddle, 

piece, the reflection of the moon at the Erh-Chuan. 

The example above is taken from mm. 39-53 of the 

original work. The starting tonality/modality is in G kung. 

In m. 41, the mutual exclusiveness of F# and G as well as the 

featured interval of major third, from D to F#, in mm. 41-42, 

indicates the tonality has shifted from G kung to D kung. 

The note G in m. 42 is an escape tone from E to F while other 

notes of G in mm. 44-45 indicates the tonalty has been 

shifted back to the original G kung. Both principles of 

pien-kung wei cheuh as well as dtiing cheuh wei kung are 

applied in this piece. 
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1) kung 

* pivot lone (picn-kung (li) wei (as) cheuh (mi 

(i kung 

ching-cheuh (fa) wei (as) kung (do) 45 «« 

Example XXXXIII: The Reflection of Moon at the Erh-Chuan 

Other key relationships involving the original and new 

tonality/modality are also found in instrumental music. 

Due to the lack of text in instrumental music, the 

requirement for variety in tonal interest is more necessary 

than that involved in vocal music. The following example is 

taken from part of this so-na# Chinese oboe, piece (see 

Example XXXXIV). 

The modulatory principle of the pien-kung wei cheuh is 

applied over and over again in this piece. The tonality of 

kung is a perfect fifth above that of the previous tonality 

of kung. Theoretically, through the application of this 

principle twelve times, the tonality of kung will return to 

that the original tonality of kung. 
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H U S i i i g i 

Example XXXXIV. Dong Lai Wei. 

Owing to the limit of fingering and performing 

technique, this principle is applied only six times in this 

piece. With the modulation to a "remote key," a modulation 

of a tritone, in the middle part of the piece, the tonality 

of Jmo9 returns back to the original one. The modulation to 

the "remote key" often appears between the fourth and the 

fifth period of the pieces. Modulation of this kind is 

traditionally called tsea dxaw tsou yan. It literally 

means "through the modulation of seven times the tonality of 

kung comes back to the original one." This gesture of 

modulation exists comprehensively in Chinese music. 
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The mutual exclusiveness of D and Eb in nun. 8-18 

indicates the tonality has shifted. The identification of 

the major third (D to Bb) in mm. 8-9, shows that the tonality 

of kung as Bb. The repetition of the same melody a perfact 

fifth above appears in m. 20. With the same procedure, the 

tonality of kung shifts from bB to F, C respectively. From C 

kung to Gb kungf with the introduction of Bb, Eb, Ab, Db, Gb, 

and Cb, the modulation is achieved. Figure 32 listed below 

indicats the same modulation from Gb to Db, then Ab and back 

to Eb. 

IL̂ H; 

Figure 32. "Key Relationship" of Example XXXXIV. 

Another similar example of consecutive modulations to 

enrich the tonal interest is found in the ritual music of 

Daoism. 

The modulatory principle in this piece is chlng-chenh 

wei kung. This principle shows modulation involving a 
•,* * - r 

perfect fourth above the oringinal tonality of kung. The 

original tonality is on D kung. The mutual exclusiveness 

between F# and G is found in mm. 7—11. The identification of 

the major third (G to B) in m. 8 and mm. 13-14 shows that the 
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tonality has shifted to G kung. With the same procedure, the 

tonality shifts from G to C, F, Bb, Eb respectively. 

[ )kung 

nrjij j n o n ' j r 
Cj kung 

7 8 M 3 

Fi** and G are mutually exclusive 

9 to 

r j~~3 'r \J 'Lj Lr ip m 
C kung 

itj TJir c j r \ i j u 

I1* ^ ILj LJ ̂  
Fkung 

a 

Example XXXXV. Sheng-Sheng Chiang. 

The modulation to the tritone tone appears in the sixth 

and seventh period, as indicated in the following figure. 

irjnumij n Ujnij m 
, < • • i • 

Figure 33. Harmonic Sequence of Example XXXXV. 
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The following example is a pypa (Chinese lute) solo 

piece. It presents another characteristic, through the 

sequence, of instrumental music to archieve the goal of 

modulation. 

D kung sol submode 
1 2 * 

-phrase 1 

A kung re submode 
A7 

•phrase 3 

CI and D are mutually exclusive 

phrase 4 
G kung sol submode 

27 # -
G andFl are mutually exclusive 

28 20 30 

Example XXXXVI 
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The bar line is used here for reference only. There is 

no bar lines in the original score. The whole piece contains 

sixteen parts. This example is the fifteenth part. 

The observation on the sequence and modality, this part 

is divided into five phrases. Besides the first phrase, mm. 

1-7, other phrases follow the figure below, mm. 8-16, using a 

harmonic sequence to archieve modulation. 

P 
Figure 34 

Phrase 1 and phrase 2 remain on D kung sol (A) submode. 

In phrase 3, the mutual exclusiveness between C# and D in mm. 

17-25 indicates the tonality/modality shifts to the A kung 

(B) submode. In phrase 4, the mutual exclusiveness between 

F# and 6 in mm. 26-35 indicates the tonality/modality shifts 

to G kung sol (D) submode. Based on its harmonic sequence, 

the tonality/modality shifts back to D kung sol (A) submode. 



CHAPTER VII 

CONCLUSION 

Chinese music has one of the longest histories of 

development of all musical cultures of the world. A system 

of music (theory) was formulated, in its unique way, but it 

differed fundamentally from its occidental counterpart. That 

is, during its long formulative period, various factors--both 

musical and non-musical--had influenced the course of the 

development of music system. In particular, those extra-

musical elements: languages, philosophical perspectives, and 

geographic features have conditioned and, indirectly, bred 

the theoretical systemology of Chinese music. 

Throughout the discussion in Part I of those important 

elements: (1) the Yin-Yun system and its influence, (2) the 

la systems, (3) three correlated aspects (vun. kuncr. and 

diaw) in Chinese tonal system, (4) the basic structure of 

Chinese tonal system--shena-vun series, and (5) wu-shena 

scale pattern and three Chinese heptatonic scale patterns are 

observed and compared with Western music system. The 

observations on--tonal inflection, influence of Chinese lfl 

systems, melodic gesture of shena-vun. and tonal structure of 

Chinese modal patterns--have reflected the stylistic 

importance and fundmental differences between Chinese and 

Western music. 
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The focus on the analysis of selected examples in the 

second part's study further substantializes the first part's 

observations. The analysis of five submodes and modulation 

has provided the evidence of Chinese modal characteristics. 

The purpose to put forth (1) summary of those tonal 

structures and modal patterns, particularly, on the modal and 

modulatory aspects in traditional Chinese music, (2) 

discussion of similarities and differences on melodic gesture 

between Chinese and Western tonal practice are achieved in 

this study. 
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